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Summary 
 

CP27 is a novel gene involved in early vertebrate development that features a distinct 

expression pattern during development.  The cp27 gene contains an open reading frame of 295 

amino acids corresponding to a predicted molecular mass of 33kDa.  Here we have characterized 

the CP27 promoter and performed a first analysis of CP27 function in development.   

To study cp27 gene regulation, we have cloned the promoter of the mouse cp27 gene, 

examined its transcriptional activity, and identified transcription factor binding sites in the 

proximal promoter region.  Two major transcription start sites were mapped adjacent to exon 1.  

Promoter function analysis of the 5′ flanking region by progressive 5′ deletion mutations 

localized transcription repression elements between −1993 bp and −969 bp and several positive 

elements between −968 bp and the preferred transcription start site. EMSA and functional studies 

indicated two function-cooperative CCAAT boxes and identified the NF-Y transcription factor 

as the CCAAT activator controlling transactivation of the CP27 promoter.  In addition, this study 

demonstrated that for its effective binding and function, NF-Y required not only the minimal 

DNA segment length identified by deletion studies, but also a defined nucleotide sequence in the 

distal 3′ flanking region of the CP27 proximal promoter CCAAT box. These results provide a 

basis for our understanding of the specific regulation of the cp27 gene in the NF-Y-mediated 

gene transcription network. 

The maintenance and differentiation of embryonic stem cells (ES cells) depends on the 

regulation of gene expression through the coordinated binding of transcription factors to 

regulatory promoter elements. One of the genes involved in embryonic development is the 

chromatin factor CP27.  Previously, we have shown that NF-Y interacted with the CP27 

proximal promoter CCAAT-box.  Here we report that CP27 gene expression in mouse ES cells is 

  x



  xi

controlled by CCAAT and E-box cis-acting regulatory elements and their corresponding 

transcription factors NF-Y and USF1.  Specifically, USF1 interacts with the E-box of the cp27 

proximal promoter and NF-Y interacts with the CCAAT-box. NF-Y and USF1 also interacted 

with each other and activated the cp27 promoter in a synergistic fashion.  Together, these studies 

demonstrate that gene expression of the chromatin factor CP27 is regulated through the 

interaction of the transcription factors NF-Y and USF1 with the cp27 proximal promoter. 

Chromatin dynamics assume key functions in the lineage differentiation and gastrulation 

of bilaterian embryos.  Here we demonstrate that a novel chromatin factor CP27 is required for 

mouse development, germ layer differentiation, and the formation of an archenteron.  Loss of 

CP27 caused severely disturbed epiblast development and prolonged endoderm survival.  cp27 

Null mice expressed residual levels of the pluripotency factor Nanog and the variant histone 

H2A.Z, and resembled slightly advanced stages of either phenotype.  In embryoid bodies and 

cells, CP27 regulated both Nanog and H2A.Z expression.  CP27 interacted with the variant 

histone H2A.Z on a chromatin level, and a chromatin complex containing both CP27 and H2A.Z 

differentially bound to the Nanog promoter.  Together, these findings suggest a direct link 

between CP27 and H2A.Z chromatin complex interactions and ES cell lineage specification via 

Nanog.  Studies presented here shed light on the chromatin-level regulation of pluripotency 

factors and the resulting effect on ES cell lineage specification and gastrulation.     

 Together, our data indicate that CP27 is chromatin factor involved in early embryonic 

development that is regulated by the universal transcription factor NF-Y in combination with the 

USF-1 enhancer.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

 

A.  Background 

Therapeutic promise of stem cells. Stem cells are unique cells that have the 

capacity for self-renewal and are capable of forming at least one, and sometimes many 

specialized cell types (Donovan and Gearhart 2001). It is conceivable that such 

pluripotent cells could be used to treat a wide variety of human diseases, particularly 

those in which specific cells types (such as cardiomyocytes, dopaminergic neurons, and 

l3-islet cells) have been lost or disabled (Donovan and Gearhart 2001). Recent studies 

have demonstrated that transplanted bone marrow cells can turn into unexpected lineages 

including myocytes, hepatocytes, neurons, and many others (Weissman 2000). However, 

it has been suggested that some of these effects that have been originally interpreted as 

transdifferentiation may be due to spontaneous cell fusion (Terada et al. 2002, Ying et al. 

2002). Together, these findings have shed light on the puzzling behavior of stem cells and 

once more renewed interest in embryonic stem cells. Embryonic stem (ES) cell lines are 

derived from explanted cultures of the inner cell mass (ICM) of blastocysts (Thomson et 

al. 1998) and can be kept in an undifferentiated and pluripotent state in culture.  

  Unfortunately, many promising derivatives of ES cells have proven to function 

poorly in animal engraftment models (Rasmussen 2003). These difficulties point to the 

need for a more sophisticated understanding of the processes and mechanisms that govern 

differentiation and of the developmental pathways that they attempt to recapitulate 

(Rasmussen 2003). 
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Chromatin remodeling as a key mechanism for epigenetic regulation of gene 

expression during cell differentiation. A number of studies have indicated that the 

transcriptional state of a gene in ES cells can be viewed as a reflection of its underlying 

chromatin state (reviewed in Cavalli 2006). It has been suggested that studies of 

chromatin in differentiating ES cells will greatly aid the subsequent clinical development 

of stem cell therapies because stem cell differentiation is essentially an attempt to achieve 

tissue-specific patterns of gene expression in vitro (Rasmussen 2003, Meshorer and 

Misteli 2006). In order to modify and achieve fine-tuned patterns of gene expression, ES 

cells contain robust chromatin-remodeling and reprogramming activities, including the 

mammalian SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complex, a network of polycomb proteins, 

and the SWRAP complex (Puente et al. 2005, Meshorer and Misteli 2006). In addition, 

transcription factors interact with transcription promoting histone acetyltransferase 

(HAT) proteins resulting in histone modifications, which in turn cause changes in the 

activation or repression of gene expression (Cheung and Briggs 2000). One of the 

examples of histones that affect gene expression is the histone variant H2A.Z, which 

protects euchromatin from becoming transcriptionally inactive by preventing ectopic 

spreading of heterochromatin (Meneghini et al. 2003). This histone variant H2A.Z has 

been tightly linked to the function of CP27, a unique gene that has been discovered in our 

laboratory.  

The cp27 gene an essential gene in embryonal development and cell 

specification. CP27 is a unique gene product expressed during early embryogenesis and 

during the formation of embryonal organs (Diekwisch et al. 1999). Originally, cp27 was 

cloned from a mouse E11 age library and mapped to the human chromosome region 
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16q22.2-22.3 close to a region associated with several myeloid anemias (Diekwisch, 

1996; Diekwisch et aI., 1999). In more recent studies, we have shown that CP27 affects 

viability, proliferation, attachment and gene expression in embryonic fibroblasts (Luan 

and Diekwisch 2002). We have localized CP27 to the stellate reticulum of developing 

tooth organs, a transitory celilayer of developing enamel organs (Diekwisch et al. 2002) 

and we have demonstrated that CP27 is necessary for cell survival and differentiation 

during tooth morphogenesis in organ culture (Diekwisch and Luan 2002).  

Evolutionary conservation of the cp27 gene as part of a yeast chromatin 

remodeling complex. From an evolutionary point of view, the cp27 gene is highly 

conserved. A number of vertebrate homologues have been cloned (Nobokuni et aI., 1997) 

and database searches have identified cp27 homologues in species as distant as pufferfish 

(Fugu rubripes) or yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae)(Diekwisch et al. 1999). The yeast 

protein swc5 shares 45% homology with cp27 (Diekwisch et al. 1999) and has been 

characterized as a component of the Swr1 complex that incorporates the histone H2A.Z 

into euchromatin (Kobor et al. 2004). H2A.Z is an essential histone variant that affects 

the equilibrium between different chromatin conformational states (Fan et al. 2002) while 

Swr1 chromatin remodeling enzymes regulate cell cycle checkpoint responses to DNA 

damage (Papamichos-Chronakis et al. 2006, Downs et al. 2004) and have been associated 

with the regulation of chromosome stability (Krogan et al. 2004) and chromatin 

remodeling (Li et al. 2005).  

Chromatin mediated regulation of gene expression via histone 

acetylation/deacetylation mechanisms. The profound impact of dynamic chromatin 

architecture on eukaryotic gene expression has only been fully recognized in recent years 
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(Kraus and Wang 2002, Dillon 2006, Zhang and Reinberg 2006). Chromatin-mediated 

gene expression activation is often accomplished by de-repression of silencing 

mechanisms that involve histone acetyltransferase (HAT)-mediated chromatin 

decondensation, while histone deacyltransferases (HDAC) contribute to chromatin 

condensation and repression of gene expression (Kraus and Wang 2002, Bulger 2005, 

Yang and Gregoire 2005). These histone acetylation dynamics not only play key roles in 

the regulation of gene expression but also contribute significantly to changes in 

pluripotency/lineage commitment states in embryonic stem cells (Forsberg et al. 2000, 

Tada and Tada 2001, Lee et al. 2004).  

The role of the chromatin in embryonic stem cell puripotency and 

differentiation. Inside of their chromatin, embryonic stem cells harbor an extraordinary 

molecular machinery responsible for complex tasks such as maintenance of pluripotency, 

self-renewal and lineage specification (Meshorer and Misteli 2006). There has been 

emerging evidence that lineage specific genes are poised for activity but are held in check 

by the repressive machinery (Meshorer and Misteli 2006) and that polycomb-group 

proteins and DNA methylation play a major role in the maintanence of the pluripotent 

state (Auzara et al. 2006, Hattori et al. 2006, Jorgensen et al. 2006). Moreover, core 

transcriptional regulatory circuitry factors in human embryonic stem cells, OCT4, SOX2, 

and NANOG, co-occupy a substantial portion of the transcriptional landscape of ES-cell 

target genes (Boyer et al. 2005). In turn, the embryonic transcriptional machinery is 

controlled by loose binding of architectural chromatin proteins which control the 

pluripotency differentiation equilibrium through hyper-dynamic binding mechanisms 

(Meshorer et al. 2006). Together, this tight relationship between chromatin structure 
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histone acetylation dynamics and ES cell transcriptional core circuitry exerts profound 

control on ES cell pluripotency and lineage derivation.  

CP27 and ES cell pluripotency. Here we are proposing that CP27 is a major 

factor in the embryonic epigenetic chromatin network that contributes to ES cell 

pluripotency and differentiation. As a homologue to the yeast protein swc5, in light of its 

functional significance, and because of its chromatin localization as visualized by 

immunohistochemistry and GFP-fusion protein, we were poised to explore putative 

mechanisms by which CP27 might exert a control on the eukaryotic ES cell 

transcriptional machinery. Using ChIP-IP studies, we identified the histone variant 

H2A.Z as a potential regulating factor that might be involved in CP27 mediated 

transcriptional regulation. H2A.Z might be an in chromatin-associated for CP27 in its 

role to regulates ES gene. 

  Evidence for a functional synergism between CP27 and H2A.Z has been 

corroborated by colocalization using confocal microscopy and functional assays using the 

CP27 knock-down and H2A.Z immunolocalization (Fig. 4). In addition, we found a 4-

fold decrease in Nanog, a significant 4-fold increase in Sox2, anda co-localization 

between Nanog and CP27 as additional supportive evidence for our hypothesis that CP27 

is a chromatin-associated co-factor that affects the ES cell transcriptional core circuitry 

that controls the maintenance ·of ES cell pluripotency. 
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B.  Characterization of the mouse CP27 promoter and NF-Y mediated gene 

regulation 

Craniofacial development occurs in a complex signaling environment in which 

growth factors, transcription factors and structural genes of the extracellular matrix 

maintain signal-response cascades that ultimately result in the formation of the vertebrate 

head (Davidson, 1993, Slavkin and Diekwisch, 1996 and Thesleff and Sharpe, 1997). 

These signaling cascades involve a continuous communication between epithelial and 

mesenchymal components of adjacent tissues (Thesleff, 1995 and Thesleff and Sharpe, 

1997). One such gene that is expressed at several crucial sites in the epithelial–

mesenchymal interface during craniofacial development is CP27 (Diekwisch et al., 

1999 and Diekwisch et al., 2002). 

CP27 is a unique gene that is highly conserved in many species such as human, 

mouse, bovine, deer, goat, sheep, giraffe, and pig (Nobukuni et al., 1997 and Diekwisch 

et al., 2002). Sequence analysis has also revealed significant homologues in zebrafish 

(Danio rerio) and yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) (Diekwisch et al., 2002; unpublished 

observation). Originally, CP27 was cloned from an E11 early embryonic library 

(Nobukuni et al., 1997, Diekwisch and Marches, 1997 and Diekwisch et al., 2002). 

Northern blot analysis of RNA from multiple mouse tissues demonstrated high levels of 

expression in developing mouse teeth, heart, lungs, and liver. Both the expression in 

presumably important sites related to organogenesis and the distinct changes in 

localization during development ( Nobukuni et al., 1997, Diekwisch and Marches, 

1997 and Diekwisch et al., 2002) as well as gain- or loss-of-function studies (Diekwisch 
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and Luan, 2002 and Luan and Diekwisch, 2002) suggest that CP27 may play important 

roles during development. 

To understand the expression of the cp27 gene and elucidate the mechanisms that 

govern it, we have cloned the promoter region of the mouse cp27 gene and characterized 

the cell-specific elements in the 5′ flanking region in embryonic fibroblasts. Using gel-

shift and functional studies, we have identified NF-Y as a transactivator of the CP27 

promoter that regulates cp27 gene expression via multiple CCAAT boxes. Our results 

document for the first time the importance of the 5′ 2-kb flanking region in the expression 

of the mouse cp27 gene and establish NF-Y as a transcriptional regulator of cp27 gene 

expression. 

 

C.  The H2A.Z Exchange Histone Chaperone CP27 regulates ES cell Pluripotency 

through Nanog 

The eukaryotic transcriptional machinery controls gene expression through its 

interaction with the promoters of target genes, most commonly through specific promoter 

elements such as TATA boxes. Frequently, eukaryotic promoter elements act in concert 

with other regulatory elements such as enhancers or silencers (Griffiths et al., 2000). For 

example, the CCAAT-box acts in conjunction with the NF-Y transcription factor as a 

crucial promoter organizer, facilitating the recruitment of polymerase II and of 

neighboring transcription factors (Frontini and Imbriano, 2002, Kabe et al., 2005 and 

Donati et al., 2006). The combinatorial binding of transcription factors to promoter 

elements plays a key role during eukaryotic development, when unique combinations of 
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transcription factor binding sites establish specific regulatory codes (Narlikar and 

Ovcharenko, 2009). The quintessential role of a finely tuned transcriptional machinery is 

illustrated by the regulatory circuitry involved in the maintenance of embryonic stem cell 

(ES cell) pluripotency and progression into differentiated lineages, which is controlled by 

the promoters of chromatin factors (Boyer et al., 2005). 

One of the chromatin factors required for ES cell pluripotency maintenance is the 

CP27 gene, a highly conserved transcriptional co-regulator characterized by a TATA-less 

proximal promoter (Luan et al., 2010). Previously we have reported that CP27 function 

elimination caused early embryonic lethality and failure of epiblast expansion in CP27-

null mouse embryos (Ito et al., 2005). The CP27 promoter contains several CCAAT-

boxes, common regulatory elements in eukaryotic promoters usually found in the vicinity 

of other promoter elements such as E-box and GC-rich elements (Luan et al., 2010, 

Bucher and Trifonov, 1988, Magan et al., 2003, Schuettengruber et al., 2003 , Zhu et al., 

2003 and Zhu et al., 2005). Most prominent among CCAAT-box binding factors is the 

ubiquitous transcription factor NF-Y, a trimeric transcriptional activator with histone-like 

subunits (Mantovani, 1999 and Guerra et al., 2007 ). NF-Y binding to the CCAAT-box is 

required for ES cell proliferation (Grskovic et al., 2007). 

To understand the mechanisms that govern CP27 regulation in ES cell 

maintenance and differentiation, we turned to the CP27 promoter to identify specific 

regulatory elements and to test their function in mouse ES cells. We found two major cis-

acting elements in the CP27 proximal promoter, a CCAAT-box and an E-box. Here we 

report how these two key CP27 proximal promoter elements are regulated by the 
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transcription factors NF-Y and USF1 and provide an explanation for the role of CP27 in 

ES cell growth. 

 

D.  The H2A.Z Exchange Histone Chaperone CP27 regulates ES cell Pluripotency 

through Nanog 

Chromatin remodeling complexes are large, multi-subunit protein complexes that 

fine-tune the action of the transcriptional machinery through combinations of individual 

building blocks, allowing for a sophisticated, nuanced control of gene expression (Berger 

2007).  Among these are the several large ATP-dependent chromatin complexes, 

including the SWI/SNF complex, the CHD complex, the INO80 complex, and the ISWI 

complex.  Commonly, these complexes contain a large ATPase subunit, which mobilizes 

the nucleosome to allow access to DNA for transcriptional control, while other complex 

members are involved in fine-tuning the ATPase action and DNA recognition.   

Recently, a number of studies have demonstrated that ATP remodeling enzymes 

such as Tip60/p400 and SWI/SNF as well as chromatin complex members such as Brg, 

BAF155 and BAF250A are essential for the regulation of core transcriptional circuitry 

involved in the maintenance and function of ES cells as well as embryonic survival (15-

18 from Ho et al. Gaspar-Maia et al. 2011.).  ES cell core circuitry involves factors such 

as Oct4, Sox2, Nanog, and Klf4, which collaborate to stably maintain the expression of 

pluripotency genes (after Ho et al.).  This delicate balance of pluripotency factors is 

profoundly affected by epigenetic mechanisms involving not only chromatin complex 

members, but also Polycomb complexes, microRNAs, and histone modifying enzymes 

(Ho et al.).  Together, these establish a stem cell chromatin state in ES cell progenitors by 
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activating or repressing multiple target genes (Spivakov and Fisher, 2007).  One of these 

three regulators, Nanog, has recently been defined as a molecular gatekeeper that confers 

variable resistance to differentiation upon ES cells and acts primarily in the construction 

of inner cell mass and germ cell states.   

The histone variant H2A.Z is one of the key chromatin components that affects 

gene expression during early development and gastrulation.  H2A.Z replaces 

conventional H2A in many nucleosomes and protects euchromatin from becoming 

transcriptionally inactive by preventing ectopic spreading of heterochromatin (Fan et al., 

2002, Meneghini et al. 2003). H2A.Z also plays a critical role during early mammalian 

development and gastrulation and is enriched in the chordamesoderm, where it may 

affect proliferation and migration (Faast et al. 2001, Ridgway et al. 2004).  The 

incorporation of H2A.Z into nucleosomes is mediated by the SWR (SRCAP in mammal) 

multiprotein complex (Kobor et al., 2004; Ruhl et al., 2006).  One of the members of the 

SWR complex is Swc5, the yeast orthologue of the mouse CP27 protein, in yeast loss of 

SWR complex subunits such as Swc2, Arp6, Swc5 and Swc6, function failed to 

incorporation of Hiz1 (H2A.Z) to nucleosomes (Wu et al. 2005).     

The cp27 gene is expressed during early embryogenesis and during the formation 

of embryonic organs (Diekwisch et al., 1999), affects viability, proliferation, attachment, 

and gene expression in embryonic fibroblasts, and is necessary for cell survival and 

differentiation during organogenesis (Diekwisch and Luan, 2002, Luan and Diekwisch 

2002). In the present study we are exploiting the presence of residual or reduced levels of 

Nanog and H2A.Z expression in the cp27 null phenotype to decipher the impact of 

chromatin dynamics on embryonic lineage specification. Evidence for a relationship 
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between CP27 and Nanog is provided through multiple CP27 loss of function studies and 

by demonstrating that CP27 specifically regulates Nanog expression in ES cells. Based 

on the role of the CP27 yeast homologue Swc5 in the incorporation of H2A.Z into 

nucleosomes we have performed studies to confirm that SRCAP complex interacts with 

CP27 on a chromatin-level and that CP27 function modulation affects H2A.Z expression 

and exchange. Moreover, we demonstrates Cp27 function not only histone exchange via 

SRCAP complex, also unique function of gene regulation. Our findings provide the first 

evidence of an intimate link between chromatin complex members, ES cell pluripotency 

factors, and germ layer specification.   
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II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 

A. 1.  Library screening and DNA sequencing 

A mouse genomic lambda Fix II 129/SVJ library (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) was 

screened with a full-length mouse CP27 cDNA, and five clones were identified. Using 

the EcoRI restriction enzyme, the DNA insert was cut and fragments were subcloned into 

the pBluescript vector (Stratagene). The resulting DNA sequence was determined with an 

ABI 373 automatic sequencer. One of the five genomic clones contained 2.1 kb of the 5′ 

flanking region of the cp27 gene and was used for further analysis. The transcription 

factor binding sites within the 5′ flanking region were determined using MatInspector 

(www.genomatrix.de) and Signal Scan (www.bimas.cit.nih.gov/molbio/signal/). 

A. 2.  Primer Extension Analysis 

Primer extension was carried out using the Primer Extension System kit 

(Promega, Madison, WI). An antisense primer CP 82-61 (5′ 

GCTACCCACACGACTGCGCCAC 3′) was labeled with r-32P using T4 polynucleotide 

kinase and annealed in AMV primer extension buffer at 58 °C for 40 min to 10 μg of 

total RNA from NIH 3T3 cells, which have been previously shown to express CP27 

(Luan and Diekwisch, 2002) or tRNA. The primer was extended with AMV reverse 

transcriptase at 42 °C for 30 min. Resulting products were electrophoresed in an 8% 

denaturing urea polyacrylamide gel and autoradiographed. The sizes of the products were 

determined by 32P-labeled ΦX 174 Hinf I DNA markers.  

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=RedirectURL&_method=externObjLink&_locator=url&_issn=03781119&_origin=article&_zone=art_page&_plusSign=%2B&_targetURL=http%253A%252F%252Fwww.genomatrix.de�
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=RedirectURL&_method=externObjLink&_locator=url&_issn=03781119&_origin=article&_zone=art_page&_plusSign=%2B&_targetURL=http%253A%252F%252Fwww.bimas.cit.nih.gov%252Fmolbio%252Fsignal%252F�
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378111910001320#bib25�
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A. 3.  Ribonuclease protection assay (RPA) 

The 5′ flanking region and partial exon 1 of the cp27 gene were amplified via 

polymerase chain reaction using sense primer CP-261/-242 (5′ 

TATTAGCTTGTGAGCAAATT 3′) and antisense primer CP 82/61. The 343-bp 

fragment was then subcloned into the plasmid pCR II-TOPO (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). 

Transcription was performed with T7 RNA polymerase and yielded α 32P-labeled 

antisense RNA that was then used as a probe. The probe was annealed to 10 μg of total 

RNA from NIH 3T3 cells or yeast RNA at 42 °C for 16 h. Following digestion with 

RNase A and RNase T1 (Ambion, Austin, TX) according to manufacturer's instructions, 

the RNase-resistant radioactivity was size-fractionated in an 8% denaturing urea 

polyacrylamide gel and autoradiographed. The sizes of the protected fragments were 

determined by 32P-labeled ΦX 174 Hinf I DNA markers.  

 

A. 4. 5′-Rapid amplification of cDNA ends (5′ RACE) 

Rapid amplification of cDNA 5′ ends was performed using a RLM-RACE kit 

(Ambion). 10 μg of total RNA was treated with Calf intestine alkaline phosphatase to 

remove free 5′-phosphate. Tobacco acid pyrophosphatase was added to the reaction to 

remove the cap structure from full-length mRNA. A 45-base RNA adaptor 

oligonucleotide was ligated to the RNAs using T4 ligase. The first-strand cDNA was 

synthesized in a random-primed reverse transcription reaction. Amplification of the 5′ 

ends of CP27 transcripts was accomplished with two pairs of nested primers: a 5′ RACE 

outer primer 5′ GCTGATGGCGATGAATGAACACTG 3′ and a CP27 antisense outer 

primer 5′ TCTCTTCAGTCTCCTCGGCT 3′; a 5′ RACE inner primer 5′ 
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CGCGGATCCGAACACTGCGTTTGCTGGCTTTGATG 3′ and a CP27 antisense inner 

primer 5′ GCTCCTCTTCATCTTCTTCACTGC 3′. The RACE products were subcloned 

into pCR II-TOPO and then sequenced. 

A. 5.  Promoter–reporter gene constructs 

For this promoter study, a total of 15 promoter–reporter gene constructs were 

generated. The inserts for 14 of the 15 constructs were amplified by PCR with the 

screened genomic clone as a template using a common 3′ primer and selected 5′ primers 

(Table 1 and Table 2). These primers also introduced a SacI site at the 5′ end and a 

HindIII site at the 3′ end of the amplified fragments. The PCR fragments were gel-

purified using Qiaquick PCR preps (QIAGEN, Valencia, CA), digested with SacI and 

HindIII and subcloned into the pGL3-basic vector (Promega). Correct orientation of all 

inserts with respect to the pGL3 vector was verified by DNA sequencing. Only the pGL 

−1475/+48 plasmid was generated using a pGL3 vector into which a 1.5 kb BglII and 

HindIII fragment from pGL −1993/+48 was inserted. The constructs used for deletion 

mutation studies were pGL3-1993, pGL3-1475, pGL3-969, pGL3-720, pGL3-207, 

pGL3-93, and pGL3-17 (Fig. 3). The constructs pGL-93/-56M10-12, pGL3-1255, pGL3-

1190, pGL−93/+48CATm, pGL-93-56M10-12, pGL−1255/+48CAT1m, pGL-

1255/+48CAT5m, and pGL−1255/+48CAT1,5m were used for CCAAT box function 

studies. Plasmids carrying an “m” denominator were subjected to a mutation, and 

pGL−1255/+48CAT1,5m was subjected to a double mutation. All plasmid constructs 

contained part of the exon 1 noncoding region. 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378111910001320#tbl1�
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378111910001320#tbl2�
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378111910001320#fig3�
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A. 6.  Transient Transfection and Dual Luciferase Assay 

The mouse embryonic fibroblast cell line NIH 3T3 was used as the recipient cell 

line for transient transfection assays. NIH 3T3 cells (3 × 105 cells/well) were placed in 6-

well plates and cultured for 24 h. For each transfection, cells were incubated with 1 μg of 

each promoter–reporter plasmid, 0.01 μg of pRL-TK (Promega), which was used as 

internal control for transfection efficiency, 4 μl of LipofectAMINE PLUS REAGENT 

(Invitrogen), and 2 μl of LipofectAMINE reagent (Invitrogen) in serum-free medium for 

3 h. For co-transfection, 1 μg of the pGL−1475/+48 construct was introduced with 0.4 or 

0.8 μg of expression vector pIRES-NFYA or with 0.8 μg of pIRES-NFYAm29, a domain 

negative NF-YA (courtesy of Dr. S. Chen, UTHSCSA). After removal of the DNA–

PLUS-LipofectAMINE complex, cells were incubated in 2 ml of complemented medium 

for 48 h and then subjected to a dual luciferase assay according to the manufacturer's 

instructions (Promega). In this dual luciferase system, CP27 promoter fragments were 

linked to the firefly luciferase gene while the co-transfected renilla luciferase gene (pRL-

TK) was driven by the SV40 promoter. The firefly and renilla luciferase activities were 

measured using TD-20/20 (Promega). Promoter activity measurements were a reflection 

of the ratio of firefly/renilla luciferase for each construct. For luciferase activity 

measurements, the means of luciferase activity measurements from five independent sets 

of experiments using a triplicate set of wells in each experiment were determined for each 

construct. 

A. 7.  Nuclear extract preparation 

NIH 3T3 cells (5 × 107) in 100 mm dishes were washed twice with cold 

phosphate-buffered saline (pH 7.4) and scraped off in 1 ml of lysis buffer (10 mM Hepes 
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(pH 7.9), 1.5 mM MgCl2, 10 mM KCl, 0.5 mM DDT, 0.5 mM phenyl-methylsulphonyl 

fluoride (PMSF), 0.05% Nonidet P-40 (NP-40). Cell lysates were homogenized with 20 

strokes using a tight-fitting Dounce homogenizer and centrifuged at 250g for 10 min at 

4 °C to pellet the nuclei. The pelleted nuclei were resuspended in 1 ml of nuclear 

extraction buffer (5 mM Hepes (pH 7.9), 26% glycerol, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM EDTA, 

0.5 mM DTT, 0.5 mM PMSF) with a final concentration of 300 mM NaCl, and mixed on 

a rotator at 4 °C for 1 h. Nuclear debris was centrifuged at 24,000g for 20 min at 4 °C. 

Aliquots were frozen at −70 °C. Protein concentrations were determined using the Bio-

Rad Laboratories protein assay reagent (Bio-Rad, Philadelphia, PA). 

A. 8.  Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) 

Double-stranded oligonucleotides (Table 2) for EMSAs were labeled with (r-32P) 

ATP using T4 kinase and purified with the Qiaquick nucleotide removal kit (QIAGEN). 

EMSAs were performed by incubating 5 μg of nuclear extract with labeled double-

stranded oligonucleotide in 20 μl reaction buffer [(10 mM Hepes (pH 7.9), 50 mM KCl, 

2.5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DDT, 10% glycerol, 2 μg of poly (dI–dC)] at room temperature 

for 20 min. For competition analysis, 25- or 50-fold molar excess of unlabeled double-

stranded oligonucleotide was added to the nuclear extracts prior to the addition of the 

labeled probe. For supershift assays, polyclonal antibodies CBFA, CBFB, CBFC and Est 

1/2 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), NF1 and SOX5 (Abcam, Cambridge, MA), were 

incubated with the nuclear extracts for 15 min followed by the addition of radio-labeled 

probe. DNA–protein complexes were resolved in a 5% non-denaturing polyacrylamide 

gel in 1x TBE. 

 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378111910001320#tbl2�
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A.9.  Immunoblotting 

Nuclear extracts separated by EMSA under native conditions were 

electrophoretically transferred to nitrocellulose in a blotting apparatus filled with transfer 

buffer (25 mM Tris, 190 mM glycine, 20% methanol) for 1 h at 75 mA. Nitrocellulose 

filters were blocked in 2% BSA overnight at room temperature. The blot was incubated 

with 1:200 diluted anti-mouse CBF-B antibody (Santa Cruz) for 2 h, and a 1:2000 diluted 

AP-conjugated rabbit anti-goat secondary antibody (Invitrogen) for 1 h, and then with 

NB/ BCIP substrate. For controls, the primary antibody was omitted. 

A.10.  Mutagenesis 

Site-directed mutagenesis was performed using the GeneEditor in vitro Site-

Directed Mutagenesis System (Promega). The sense oligonucleotides (Table 2) used in 

the mutation analysis of competition EMSA served as mutagenesis primers. The 

templates for the mutagenesis of the CCAAT box and the CGGA site within the proximal 

promoter region and the CCAAT box in a distant region were constructs pGL −93/+48 

and pGL −1255/+48, respectively. The DNA templates, sense oligonucleotide and bottom 

selection oligonucleotide were annealed at 75 °C for 5 min and then cooled slowly to 

37 °C. Mutant strands were synthesized and ligated in synthesis buffer using T4 DNA 

polymerase and T4 DNA ligase (Promega). To confirm the fidelity of mutations, 

plasmids pGL−93/+48CATm, pGL-93-56M10-12, pGL−1255/+48CAT1m, 

pGL−1255/+48CAT5m, and pGL−1255/+48CAT1,5m were analyzed by DNA 

sequencing. 

 

 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378111910001320#tbl2�
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A.11.  Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) 

ChIP was performed using a Chromatin Immunoprecipitation Assay kit 

(Invitrogen). For this study, NIH 3T3 cells were fixed in 1% formaldehyde. Nuclei were 

isolated, sonicated and pre-cleaned with protein A Agarose/Salmon Sperm DNA. For 

ChIP, the pre-cleaned chromatin solution was set as input or incubated with 5 μg of either 

anti-CBF-B (Santa Cruz) or anti-Flag antibody (SIGMA, St Luis, MO) on a rotation 

platform at 4 °C overnight. After reversal of the cross-links, the DNA was purified from 

the immune complex and amplified using PCR primer sets CP−93/−73 and CP + 48/+25 

or CP−1255/−1234 (Table 1) and CP−1132/−1152 

(5′ATCCGTAGGAACAACCAATA3′) specific for the CP27 promoter region. 

 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378111910001320#tbl1�
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B. 1.  Mouse embryonic stem (ES) cell culture 

Mouse ES cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 15% FCS, 2 mM L-

glutamine, 0.1 mM non-essential amino acids, 0.1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol and 1000 U/ml 

leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF) (Chemicon, Temecula, CA). The culture medium was 

changed everyday and the cells were passed onto gelatin coated cell culture dish at 

subconfluence every 3 days. 

B. 2.  Nuclear extract preparation 

ES cells (5 × 107) in 100 mm dishes were harvested and cell lysates were 

centrifuged. The pelleted nuclei were resuspended in nuclear extraction buffer with a 

final concentration of 300 mM NaCl, and centrifuged at 24,000g for 20 min at 4 °C. 

Aliquots of the supernatant were frozen at −70 °C. Protein concentrations were 

determined using a protein assay reagent (Bio-Rad, Philadelphia, PA). 

B. 3.  Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) 

Double-stranded oligonucleotides (Table 3) for EMSAs were labeled with 

(gamma-32P) ATP using T4 kinase. EMSAs were performed by incubating 5 μg of 

nuclear extract with labeled double-stranded oligonucleotide at room temperature for 20 

min. For competition analysis, 25- or 50-fold molar excess of unlabeled double-stranded 

oligonucleotide was added to the nuclear extracts prior to the addition of the labeled 

probe. For supershift assays, polyclonal antibodies against NF-YA, NF1, USF1 and 

USF2 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA) were incubated with the nuclear 

extracts for 15 min followed by the addition of radio-labeled probe. NF1 antibody was 

used as antibody control. DNA–protein complexes were resolved on a 5% non-denaturing 

polyacrylamide gel in 1× TBE. 
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B. 4.  DNase I footprinting analysis 

This assay was performed using the Core Footprinting System (Promega, 

Madison, WI). An end-labeled probe CP − 207/+48 was generated from the plasmid pGL 

−207/+48 by first digesting the DNA with Sac I, end-labeling with T4 polynucleotide 

using (gamma-32P) ATP, and then digesting the DNA with Hind III. DNA–protein 

complexes were formed by incubating the end-labeled DNA with 100 μg of nuclear 

extracts in binding buffer. BSA was used as negative control. RQ1 RNase-free DNase 

was added to the reaction containing Ca2+/Mg2+. DNA samples were then separated by 

denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. 

B. 5.  DNA constructs 

For reporter constructs, fragments of the mouse CP27 promoter were amplified by 

PCR with a screened genomic clone as a template using a common 3′ primer and selected 

5′ primers (Table 3). These primers also introduced a Sac I site at the 5′ end and a Hind 

III site at 3′ end of the amplified fragments. The PCR fragments were subcloned into the 

pGL3-basic vector (Promega). Correct sequence and orientation of all inserts in respect to 

the pGL3 vector were verified by DNA sequencing. Four reporter constructs (pGL-207, 

pGL-93, pGL-55, and pGL-17) were generated and each construct contained part of the 

exon 1 noncoding region. For the generation of expression constructs, the full length of 

NF-YA (long isoform) cDNA was generously provided by Dr. Sanker N. Maity (M.D. 

Anderson Cancer Center, University of Texas, Huston, TX), and subcloned into the Sal I 

and Sac I sites of the pIRES-GFP vector (Clontech, San Francisco, CA). The USF1 

expression vector pCMV-SPORT6.1-USF1 was obtained from Open Biosystems 
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(Huntsville, AL). The position of probes, constructs, the E-box, and the CCAAT-box on 

the proximal CP27 promoter are annotated in Table 4. 

B. 6.  Transient transfection and dual luciferase assay 

Mouse ES cells were used as the recipient cells for transient transfection assays. 

Cells (106 cells/transfection) were transfected with 5 μg of each promoter–reporter 

plasmid only or with expression vectors pIRES-NF-YA and/or pCMV-SPORT6.1-USF1 

using an electroporator (Nucleofector, Amaxa, Gaithersburg, MD). pRL-TK (0.01 μg) 

(Promega) was co-transfected with promoter–reporter plasmid as internal control for 

transfection efficiency. Cells were incubated in 3 ml complemented medium for 48 h and 

then subjected to a dual luciferase assay (Promega) or RNA extraction. Overexpression 

of NF-Ya and USF1 was monitored by RT-PCR and compared with β-actin. 

B. 7.  Mutagenesis 

Site-directed mutagenesis was performed using the GeneEditor in vitro Site-

Directed Mutagenesis System (Promega). The sense oligonucleotides (Table 3) used in 

the mutation analysis of competition EMSA served as mutagenesis primers. The template 

for the mutagenesis of the CCAAT-box and the E-box was construct pGL − 93/+48. 

Mutant strands were synthesized and ligated in synthesis buffer using T4 DNA 

polymerase and T4 DNA ligase (Promega). To confirm the fidelity of mutations, 

plasmids were analyzed by DNA sequencing. 

B. 8.  Immunofluorescence 

Cells were cultured on glass slides and fixed in 0.1% paraformaldehyde. For 

detection of NF-Ya and USF1 expression in ES cells, fluorescent immunohistochemistry 

was performed using goat anti-NF-Ya antibody or rabbit anti-USF1 antibody (Santa 
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Cruz). Samples were incubated overnight at 4 °C with primary antibodies and then with 

secondary FITC-conjugated anti-goat IgG antibody or Texas Red-conjugated anti-rabbit 

antibody (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and then analyzed using fluorescence microscopy. 

The same fluorescence settings and intensities were used for all experiments. 

B.9.  Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) 

ChIP was performed using Chromatin-Immunoprecipitation Assay Kit (Millipore, 

Billerica, MA). ES cells were fixed in 1% formaldehyde. Nuclei were isolated, sonicated 

and pre-cleaned with protein A Agarose/Salmon Sperm DNA. For ChIP, the pre-cleaned 

chromatin solution was set as input or incubated with 5 μg of anti-NF-Ya, anti-USF1 

(Santa Cruz) or anti-Flag antibody (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) on a rotation platform at 4 °C 

overnight. After reversal of the cross-links, the DNA was purified from the immune 

complex and amplified using PCR primers (Table 3) specific for the CP27 promoter 

region. 

B.10.  Coimmunoprecipitation and Western blotting 

Whole cell lysates were centrifuged at 10,000g to pellet cellular debris. The 

supernatants were precleared with protein A-agarose beads and then incubated with NF-

YA or USF1 antibodies (Santa Cruz) at 4 °C overnight and with protein A-agarose beads 

for 1 h. The bead–antibody pellets were washed and fragmented by SDS-PAGE on 15% 

gels. The separated proteins were transferred to a nitrocellular membrane. The 

membranes were blocked with 5% non-fat dried milk in PBS overnight at 4 °C and 

incubated with 1:2000 diluted USF1 or NF-YA (Santa Cruz), and then with a 1:2000 

diluted HRP-conjugated secondary antibody (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). The immune 
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complexes were detected with SuperSignal West Pico Chemilumnescent Substrate 

(Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL). 

B.11.  Quantitative real time RT-PCR 

Total RNA was extracted from mES cells using Trizol (Invitrogen). Total RNA 

quality and quantity were tested by spectrophotometry and agarose gel electrophoresis. 2 

μg RNA was reverse transcribed and cDNA amplified using selected primers. Real time 

quantitative PCR was conducted using SuperScript III Platinum two step qPCR kit with 

LUX fluorogenic primer (Invitrogen). Primers were designed using the LUX™ Designer 

software (FAM labeled LUX primer, Invitrogen) and listed in Table 3. Reaction 

conditions were as follows: 2 min at 50 °C (1 cycle), 10 min at 95 °C (1 cycle), and 15 s 

at 95 °C and 1 min at 60 °C (40 cycles). PCR products were continuously monitored with 

an ABI PRISM 7900 detection system (RRC-Core at UIC). Samples were normalized 

using ribosome 18 RNA (JOE labeled LUX primer set, Invitrogen). CP27 expression 

levels were calculated in relationship to the β-actin internal control using the 2−ΔΔCt 

method (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001). 

B.12.  Statistical analysis 

All experiments were performed in triplicate unless stated otherwise.  Final values 

were reported as means +/- standard deviation or 1-way analysis of variance (ANOVA).  

Data were analyzed using Student’s t-test and p-values less than 0.05 were considered 

statistically significant. 
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C. 1.  Protein alignment, phylogenetic tree, and isoelectric point analysis 

CP27 homologous sequences from ten different species ranging from mycoplasms 

and plants to animals and humans were identified (supplement 1) and multiple sequence 

alignment and phylogenetic tree analysis were performed using the ClustalW2software 

(EMBL- EBI, European Bioinformatics Institute, http://www.ebi.ac.uk/).  CP27 protein 

isoelectric point calculations were carried out on the basis of the Henderson–Hasselbalch 

equation using publicly available software (http://isoelectric.ovh.org/) (Lukasz 

Kozlowski, Kielce, Poland 2011) to obtain pI average values.  

C. 2.  CP27 targeting and CP27 overexpression 

A ~9.6kb genomic DNA region employed to construct the targeting vector was 

first subcloned from a positively identified BAC clone using a homologous 

recombination-based technique.  The region was designed that the short homology arm 

(SA, Fig. 1) extends 1.2kb 3’ into exon 1. The long homology arm (LA, Fig. 1) started at 

the 5’end of exon 1 before the ATG start codon and was ~8kb long.  A LacZ/Neo cassette 

was inserted before the ATG of Exon 1 and replaced ~376 bps of the gene sequence. The 

total size of the targeting construct (including vector backbone and LacZ/Neo cassette) 

was ~16.8kb. The CP27 overexpression vector was constructed using the pIRES-EGFP 

vector (Clontech).  The CP27/Flag gene was amplified by PCR. A Flag tag was added at 

the 3’ prime site before the stop site using a reverse primer.  

C. 3.  Genotype analysis by Southern blot 

CP27 knockout mice were identified by Southern blot analysis of DNA from 

founder mouse tails.  Tails were lysed with 100mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.5, 5 mM EDTA, pH 
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8.0, 0.2% SDS, 200 mM NaCl/proteinase K, and then treated with phenol/chloroform, 1:1 

(by volume), precipitated with ethanol, and dissolved in TE buffer (10 mM Tris–HCl, pH 

7.5/1 mM EDTA). Genomic DNA was digested with the restriction enzyme PstI. After 

transfer to nylon membranes (Immunobilon-NY+, Millipore), Southern hybridization was 

performed using a probe based on 329bp of intron 1 labeled with 32P by random priming.  

Following PCR-amplification, a wild type band of ~5.1kb and a mutant band of ~3.8kb 

were detected. 

C. 4.  Genotype analysis by PCR 

Blastocysts and preimplantation embryos were lysed for 10 min at 98°C (10 μl of 

PBS diluted 1:1 with water) and then cooled to 4°C.  To analyze genomic DNA from tails 

and embryos, DNA was lysed using proteinase K and extracted using the 

phenol/chloroform strategy. DNA extracts were subjected to 35 cycles of amplification 

(with each cycle consisting of 94°C, 60°C, 72°C, 1 min for each) in a thermal cycler. The 

PCR product size was 479bp for wild-type and 345 for mutant mice. 

C. 5.  Blastocyst culture 

Blastocysts were obtained from the uteri of 3.5 day pregnant CP27 heterozygous 

female mice.  In order to generate blastocysts, pregnant mice were mated with CP27 

heterozygous male mice, and pregnancy was checked by plug.  Blastocysts were flushed 

out from uteri and then recovered in PBS.  Subsequently, blastocysts were placed on 

gelatin coated culture plates with ES cell culture medium without LEF for 5 days. 
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C. 6.  BrdU injections and tissue preparation 

Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU, Sigma, St. Louis, MO) was dissolved in sterile 0.9% 

NaCl and filtered.  BrdU was injected intraperitoneally at a concentration of 40 mg/kg 

body weight.  Samples were harvested after 4 hours of BrdU incubation and fixed with 

ice-cold 4% paraformaldehyde overnight, then embedded in paraffin and sectioned at 

6m.  Sections were deparaffinized and rehydrated, then incubated in 1.5M HCL for 15 

min at 37 °C, followed by a further incubation in 0.1M boric buffer (pH 8.5) for 10 min 

at room temperature, enabling visualization of proliferating cells by 

immunohistochemistry. 

C. 7.  Histology and Immunohistochemistry 

For histological and immunohistochemical analysis, embryos were fixed in 10% 

buffered formalin overnight at 4°C, dehydrated and embedded in paraffin.  All samples 

were sectioned at 6m.  Embryo sections were either stained with hematoxylin–eosin or 

subjected to immunohistochemistry for protein localization.  Primary antibodies against 

marker proteins were applied (sources and antibody concentrations provided online) and 

CP27 mutant and wild-type sections were compared in a single reaction.  Standard 

immunohistochemistry procedures for polyclonal primary antibodies were applied using 

the instructions of the Zymed Histostain kit (Zymed, South San Francisco, CA).  For cell 

proliferation analysis, 6-day pregnant CP27 heterozygous female mice were 

intraperitoneally injected with BrdU (5-bromo-29-deoxy-uridine, Sigma) at a 

concentration of 40 mg/kg body weight and sacrificed 4 hours after injection.  BrdU-

labeled embryos were harvested and fixed in paraformaldehyde overnight, and then 
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processed for paraffin sectioning.  Tissue samples were stained using the Zymed BrdU 

staining kit (Zymed, South San Francisco, CA).  For whole mount immunohistochemistry 

of blastocysts, E3.5 preimplantation embryos were flushed from the uterus and fixed with 

10% buffered formalin.  Antibodies against CP27 and H2A.Z were used for the primary 

antibody reaction.  For H2A.Z staining, CP27 knockout blastocysts were then immersed 

in horseradish peroxidase conjugated anti-rabbit IgG secondary antibody, washed, and 

then stained with the AEC substrate (Zymed kit).  CP27 and H2A.Z double staining was 

performed using FITC-conjugated rabbit anti-mouse immunoglobulins (Sigma) and 

Texas-red-conjugated sheep anti-rabbit immunoglobulins as secondary antibodies.  After 

fluorescent micrographs were exposed, DNA was extracted from stained embryos, and 

embryos were genotyped by PCR. 

C. 8.  Real time qPCR and laser dissection 

In order to compare levels of Nanog and H2A.Z expression between wildtype and 

cp27 E6.5 knockout mouse embryos, frozen samples were prepared by laser dissection 

(LMD, Leica), and levels of Nanog and H2A.Z expression were determined using real 

time qPCR analysis.  Samples were fixed in 0.2% paraformaldehyde, embedded in frozen 

tissue embedding media (Fisher), and then cryosectioned.  Total RNA was isolated from 

frozen sections using the RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen) and reverse transcribed (Invitrogen) 

following total RNA quantification.  RT was performed with the oligo-dt primer.  Real-

time quantitative PCR was performed to quantify mRNA levels using the 2X Fast SYBR 

Green Master Mix (ABI) combined with 500 nM of each forward and reverse primer 

designed for the region of interest (primers provided online).  The real-time PCR protocol 

was: 20 sec at 95 °C for activation of AmpliTaq Fast DNA polymerase followed by a 
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two-step reaction (denaturation: 95 °C for 3 sec, annealing and extension: 60 °C for 20 

sec), and 40 cycles of amplification. Primer information (Table 5).  

C. 9.  Co- immuneprecipitation (Co-IP) ES cells 

Protein samples were obtained from ES cells and homogenized with non-denature 

lysis buffer (20 mM Tris HCl pH 8, 137 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 1% Nonidet P-40, 2 

mM EDTA, protease inhibitors).  Samples were then centrifuged to remove cell debris 

and the supernatant was transferred to a centrifuge tube.  To remove endogenous IgG to 

reduce background, the samples were incubated with protein A agarose/salmon sperm 

DNA agarose beads (Millipore, Bedford, MA) for 1 hour.  Agarose beads were pelleted 

by brief centrifugation and the supernatant fraction was collected.  This fraction was then 

incubated with immunoprecipitating antibody (CP27 Polyclonal rabbit IgG, and TIP49a 

and TIP49b) overnight at 40C.  Non-immune rabbit IgG was used as a negative control.  

To recover protein for immuneprecipitation,  the sample was incubated with protein A 

magnetic beads (Millipore) and incubated for 1 hour.  After washing with lysis buffer for 

three times, protein was eluted with Laemmli buffer for western blot.  Western blot was 

performed with anti-DMAP1, BAF53A, and CP27 antibody.  Antibody information 

(Table 6).   

C. 10.  Western Blotting  

Protein samples were extracted in SDS sample buffer and resolved by SDS-

PAGE.  30 mg total protein was transferred to PVDF (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) using 

transfer buffer (48 mM Tris-HCl 40 mM glycine 0.05% SDS) and semi-dry transfer 

apparatus (Trans Blot SD, Bio-Rad).  Membranes were blotted with affinity purified 
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primary antibodies against CP27, Nanog, Oct4, Sox2, H2A.Z, DMAP1, Baf53a, Cyclin 

C, GAPDH, and actin.  Anti-rabbit or anti-mouse HRP-conjugated secondary antibody 

(Abcam) for Western blot or Clean-Blot IP Detection (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) 

for Co-Immunoprecipitation were used at a 1:1000 to 5000 dilution for 2 hrs at room 

temperature in TBS with 0.1% Tween 20.  Detection was performed using Super Signal 

West Pico Chemiluminescent Substrate according to the manufacturer’s specifications 

(Thermo Scientific).  Antibody information; (Table 6).   

C. 11.  ChIP Assay 

Chromatin cross-linking was performed with 1% formaldehyde and was stopped 

by the addition of glycine to a final concentration of 125 mM.  ES cells were washed 

twice using ice cold PBS containing protease inhibitors (PMSF, Sigma), harvested with 

ice cold PBS, pelleted by centrifugation for 4 minutes at 2000 rpm and at 4°C.  Cell 

pellets were resuspended in 200 μl of SDS lysis buffer (1% SDS, 10 mM EDTA, 50 mM 

Tris-HCl, pH 8.1.) and incubated for 10 minutes on ice.  Cell lysates were sonicated to 

shear chromatin to 200 and 1000 basepairs fragments (amplitude 4, 10 sec for 5 times at 

20 sec interval, Qsonica S3000, Qsonica, Newtown, CT).  Samples were diluted 10 fold 

in ChIP dilution buffer and precleared to reduce nonspecific background with protein A 

Agarose/Salmon Sperm DNA (50% slurry) in ChIP dilution buffer. The precleared 

extract was incubated overnight with 5g of the antibody at 4 °C.  The immune complex 

was recovered with protein A magnetic beads after incubating at 4 °C for 2 hours.  The 

bead complexes were washed twice for 5 min each with low salt wash buffer (20mM Tris 

(pH8), 150mM NaCl, 2mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, and 0.1% SDS), high salt wash 

buffer (20mM Tris (pH8), 500mM NaCl, 2mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, and 0.1% 
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SDS), LiCl wash buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 1 mM EDTA, 250 mM LiCl, 0.5% 

sodium deoxycholate, and 0.5% Nonidet P-40), and TEbuffer (10mM Tris-HCl and 1mM 

EDTA (pH 8.0)).  The precipitated chromatin complex was eluted from beads by two 

times 30 min incubation with elution buffer (1% SDS and 0.1 M NaHCO3) at room 

temperature and brief vortexing.  Eluates were combined and crosslinking was reversed 

by overnight incubation with 250mM NaCl at 65 °C.  The combined eluates were then 

incubated with Proteinase K (Roche, Pleasanton, CA) with 10 mM EDTA and 40 mM 

Tris-HCl (pH6.5) for 1h at 45°C.  DNA was recovered by phenol/chloroform extraction 

and ethanol precipitation with 0 μg glycogen to visualize the DNA pellet.  Pellets were 

washed with 70% ethanol and air dried.  Immunoprecipitated samples were resuspended 

in deionized H2O.  The DNA from ChIP assays was analyzed by real-time PCR (ABI 

7500FAST, ABI) with 2X Fast SYBR Green Master Mix (ABI), 500 nM of each forward 

and reverse primer that represented the region of interest.  Primer information (Table 5).  
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III.  RESULTS 

A.1.  Sequence analysis of the mouse CP27 promoter region 

Our sequence analysis of the mouse CP27 promoter region was based on a clone 

that contained 2.1 kb of the 5′ CP27 flanking sequence. The clone was isolated from a 

murine 129/SVJ genomic library using the CP27 cDNA as a probe. The sequence of the 

5′ flanking region and partial exon 1 is shown in Fig. 1. Computer searches using 

MatInspector from www.genomatrix.de and Signal Scan from 

www.bimas.cit.nih.gov/molbio/signal/ revealed a CCAAT box at position −79 and an un-

known motif (CGGA) in the CCAAT 3′ flanking region. In addition, multiple CCAAT 

elements were also identified between −1227 and −785. The CCAAT box is a DNA 

element present in the promoter region of many constitutive, inducible and cell-cycle 

regulating eukaryotic genes (Caretti et al., 2003 and Hu et al., 2000). CCAAT box 

binding by the transcription factor NF-Y is thought to be a major mechanism required for 

transcriptional activation (Ceribelli et al., 2008, Donati et al., 2008 and Gatta and 

Mantonani, 2008). Our sequence analysis identified several potential transcription factor 

binding sites in the proximal promoter region, including an E box core consensus 

(ccaCGTGg) site at position −44, and a c-myb core consensus (ttCAACggt) site at 

position −160. Interestingly, there were seven Octamer-binding factor 1 (Oct 1) binding 

sites in the 5′ CP27 flanking sequence, suggesting a potential regulation of the cp27 gene 

by the POU homeodomain transcription factor. Two binding sites for the homeobox 

factor Csx/Nkx 2.5 were located in the promoter sequence as well. In addition, our CP27 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378111910001320#fig1�
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promoter sequence analysis revealed the presence of consensus binding sequences for 

common transcription factors such as AP1 and GATA (Fig. 1). 

A.2.  Mapping of CP27 transcription start sites 

A primer extension study was performed to map the mouse cp27 gene 

transcription start sites. For this study, CP27 antisense oligonucleotides CP 82-61 

corresponding to nucleotides in exon 1 were synthesized and annealed to total RNA 

extracted from NIH 3T3 cells. The primer extension reaction yielded three bands of about 

80, 100 and 120 nucleotides, respectively (Fig. 2A, lane 3). tRNA was used as a source of 

control RNA. No primer extension product was detected in the control RNA from these 

cells (Fig. 2A, lane 2). 

To confirm the identity of the transcription start sites determined by primer 

extension, ribonuclease protection assays were performed. An RNA probe was generated 

from a TOPO-5′ CP27 plasmid containing a 289 bp PCR product from −207 to + 82 bp of 

the cp27 gene, hybridized to total RNA extracted from NIH 3T3 cells or yeast RNA, and 

digested with RNase A and T1. The RNA protection assay yielded protected fragments of 

about 80, 110 and 120 bp in length (Fig. 2B, lane 3). No protected bands were observed 

in the control RNA (Fig. 2B, lane 2). The size of two protected fragments was similar to 

the length of two primer extension products, since the 5′-end of the antisense probe used 

in the RPA was defined by the same antisense oligonucleotide CP 82-61 used in the 

primer extension assay. However, the size of the second-largest protected fragment ran at 

a higher molecular weight in the RNA protection assay compared to the primer extension 

study (Fig. 2A, B, lane 3). 
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For precise determination of transcription start sites, 5′-RACE assays were 

performed on NIH 3T3 RNA using two nested CP27 antisense primers. Sequencing 10 

RACE subclones yielded two different transcription start sites, as indicated in Fig. 2C. 

The 5′ end of the longer product (five of ten) corresponded to an adenine purine residue 

140 nucleotides upstream from the ATG initiation codon, and the shorter product (four of 

ten) mapped a second start site to an adenine purine residue located 102 nucleotides 

upstream of the ATG codon. The two products resulting from the 5′ RACE were identical 

to the sizes of the first and third bands of the primer extension and ribonuclease 

protection assays. 

A.3.  Promoter activity of the 5′ flanking region of the mouse cp27 gene 

The function of the 5′ flanking region in the regulation of the mouse CP27 gene 

was determined by luciferase reporter gene expression. We inserted a 2.0 kb fragment 

including the 5′ CP27 flanking region and + 48 bp of the CP27 exon 1 into the 

promoterless expression vector pGL3-basic upstream of the luciferase reporter gene 

(Fig. 3A). Using this assay, the expression of luciferase via the pGL −1993/+48 vector 

was 500-fold greater than the background measured with pGL-basic. 

To localize putative cis-acting elements regulating transcription of the cp27 gene, 

progressive 5′ deletion mutations of the 2.0 kb promoter (−1993 to + 48) were performed 

using reporter gene constructs. Expression of the reporter gene driven by the mutants was 

examined by transient transfection assays. The initial deletion removed approximately 

500 bp from the upstream end of the pGL −1993/+48 construct. The resulting construct 

(pGL −1475/+48) produced a slight increase in luciferase activity in NIH 3T3 cells. 

Deletion of another 506 bp from the 5′ end generated the construct pGL−969/+48 and 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378111910001320#fig2�
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resulted in a 2.5-fold increase compared with the construct pGL −1475/+48. Further 

deletions from −969 to −93 led to a progressive decrease in promoter activity. Removal 

of approximate 250 bp from the upstream end of the pGL −969/+48 plasmid generated 

the construct pGL −720/+48 which resulted in a 1.4-fold decrease in luciferase 

expression acitivity compared to the construct pGL −969/+48. Deletion of the next 520 

nucleotides also resulted in a 1.4 fold decrease in expression activity. A further deletion 

of 104 bp generated the construct pGL −93/+48 and led to a further 1.6-fold decrease in 

luciferase activity. The activity of the pGL −17/+48 construct was on the same level with 

the pGL3-basic vector (Fig. 3B). 

Together, the results of the deletion analysis revealed the following three 

regulatory elements: (i) a positive element in the small interval between −17 and −93 bp, 

(ii) several enhancer elements located within the first −969 bp, and (iii) a general 

repression region between nucleotides −969 and −1993. 

A.4.  Identification of NFY as the nuclear factor binding to the CP27 proximal 

promoter CCAAT box 

The transient transfection experiments described above indicated the presence of 

positive regulatory elements within 93 bp of the mouse CP27 proximal promoter region. 

To answer whether the CCAAT box is a basal regulatory element in the mouse CP27 

proximal promoter, an oligonucleotide containing the CCAAT box (CP−93/−56) was 

subjected to an EMSA. The EMSA revealed formation of a protein–DNA complex using 

the radioactively labeled oligonucleotide CP−93/−56 and nuclear extracts from NIH 3T3 

cells (Fig. 4A, lane2). Competition experiments were performed to determine the 

sequence specificity of the protein–DNA complex. Molar excesses (25- or 50-fold) of 
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unlabeled CP−93/−56 eliminated the formation of the complex (Fig. 4A, lanes 3 and 4). 

However, when a mutation in the CCAAT box was introduced by mutating CCAAT to 

CACAT (Table 2), the mutated CP−93/−56 did not affect protein/DNA binding (Fig 4A, 

lanes 5 and 6). 

CCAAT box binding proteins may bind to elements containing a CCAAT box. 

These proteins include the C/EBP family, NF-Y, Y box factor, and CBT/NF1 (Dorn et 

al., 1987, Didier et al., 1988, Zorbas et al., 1992 and Sylvester et al., 1994). To identify 

the specific factor(s) that binds to the CCAAT box of the CP27 proximal promoter, 

nuclear proteins from NIH 3T3 cells were characterized using EMSA. Taking advantage 

of the heat-stability of the C/EBP family DNA binding proteins (MacDougald and Jump, 

1991), nuclear extracts were heated to 85 °C prior to incubation with the radioactively-

labeled oligonucleotide CP−93/−56. The heat treatment led to an abolishment of the shift 

and to a loss of the DNA–protein complex band (Fig. 4B, lane 3), indicating that the 

factor binding to the proximal CP27 promoter is heat-sensitive and thus excluding the 

heat-stable C/EBP as a candidate factor for CP27 proximal CCAAT box binding. 

Following exclusion of C/EBP as a candidate CCAAT binding protein, focus was 

directed toward the heterotrimeric transcription factor NF-Y, which had been 

characterized as the most ubiquitous and specific factor involved in the regulation of 

CCAAT box (Mantovani, 1998). To examine whether NF-Y functioned as a binding 

protein in the DNA–protein complex formed by NIH 3T3 nuclear extracts and 

oligonucleotide CP−93/−56 in EMSA, anti-NF-YA antibody was applied to EMSA gel 

blots after Western blotting (Novak and Paradiso, 1995). Immunoblot analysis 

demonstrated that NF-Y was present in the DNA–protein complex (Fig. 4C, lane 4). 
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Incubation of anti-NF-YA antibody together with the DNA–protein complex led to the 

formation of a slower migrating supershifted band (Fig. 4D, lane 3), while anti-NF-YC 

antibody abolished the DNA–protein complex (Fig. 4D, lane 4). However, anti-NF1, anti-

EST1/2, and anti-SOX5 antibodies did not affect the formation of the DNA–protein 

complex (Fig. 4D, lanes 5–7), further confirming that the DNA–protein complex 

contained the NF-Y transcription factor. These results suggest that NF-Y binds to the 

CCAAT sequence in the mouse CP27 proximal promoter. 

To further confirm that the CCAAT box is involved in the regulation of the CP27 

promoter, the CCAAT box of the intact CP27 promoter was mutated by means of a 

mutated construct (Table 2). Specifically, the activity of the mutated plasmid 

pGL−93/+48 CAT-mut was compared with that of the wild-type pGL−93/+48. The 

mutations had significant effects on the activity of the CP27 promoter. Mutation in the 

CCAAT box reduced the activity by 90% (Fig. 4E). These results demonstrated that the 

CCAAT box is a significant regulatory element located in the mouse CP27 proximal 

promoter. 

To verify the binding of NFY to the CP27 promoter in vivo in NIH 3T3 cells, 

Chromatin immuno-precipitation was performed. The cross-linked chromatin was 

immuno-precipitated with anti-NFYA antibody and subjected to PCR amplification using 

primers spanning the CCAAT box of the CP27 proximal promoter region. A 140 bp 

DNA fragment of expected length was amplified (Fig. 4F, lane 3). In contrast, a control 

anti-flag antibody failed to precipitate chromatin fragments containing the endogenous 

CP27 promoter (Fig. 4F, lane 4). 
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A.5.  Specific sequence determination of the CCAAT box 3′ flanking region 

required for NF-Y binding 

Specific neighboring nucleotides on both 5′ and 3′ sides of the CCAAT box are 

involved in the efficient binding of NF-Y (Mantovani, 1998). In addition, minimal DNA 

fragments in both the upstream and downstream distal regions are required for the 

formation of a stable NF-Y–DNA complex (Sugira and Takishima, 2003). We therefore 

investigated what role the CCAAT 3′ flanking region (i.e. the CGGA motif) of the CP27 

proximal promoter might play in regulating promoter function and DNA binding by NF-

Y. 

To determine the effect of the CGGA motif on the binding of NF-Y to the 

CCAAT box of the CP27 proximal promoter, EMSA was performed using 

oligonucleotides CP−93/−56 (D16) along with its deletion mutants CP−93/−65D9 (D9) 

and CP−93/−65D13 (D13), and the site-specific mutant CP-93/-65M10-12 (M10-12) 

(Table 2). In this EMSA, NF-Y efficiently bound to probes D16 and D13 (Fig. 5A, lanes 

1 and 3), while binding affinity was substantially reduced when NF-Y bound to probe 

M10-12 (Fig. 5A, lane 4); and a diminishingly small NF-Y–DNA complex formed 

between NF-Y and probe D9 (Fig. 5A, lane 2). 

To determine whether the CGGA motif altered NF-Y binding through interacting 

with NF-Y heterotrimeric complex, super EMSA was performed using anti-NF-YA and 

NF-YB antibodies. The reactivity of the NF-Y/M10-12 complex to each antibody was 

compared with the reactivity of the NF-Y/D16 and NF-Y/D13 complexes. While there 

were no differences in the supershift pattern between M10-12, D16, and D13, NF-Y 

binding was greatly reduced in the mutated motif M10-12 compared to D16 and D13 
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(Fig. 5B). Taken together, these observations suggest that the CGGA motif affects the 

binding of the NF-Y complexes to the CCAAT box. 

To confirm that the CGGA motif indeed had an effect on NF-Y binding to the 

CCAAT box, a luciferase reporter construct pGL-93/-56M10-12 was generated (Table 2). 

This construct contained the mutated binding site (tacA vs. CGGA) and the intact 

CCAAT box. Compared with the wild-type construct (pGL−93/−65), this mutation 

reduced the activity of the intact promoter by 77%, indicating that the binding site is 

critical for NF-Y binding to the mouse CP27 proximal promoter (Fig. 5C). 

A.6.  Involvement of multiple NF-Y/CCAAT complexes in cp27 gene expression 

To fully understand CP27 gene expression regulation via CCAAT boxes we 

explored the function of multiple CCAAT sites harboring in the CP27 promoter 

subsequent to our characterization of the proximal NF-Y binding CCAAT box. 

Altogether, a transcriptional cis-regulatory element analysis using MatInspector 

(www.genomatrix.de) and Signal Scan (www.bimas.dcrt.nih.gov) revealed five CCAAT 

boxes (CAT 1–5) in the CP27 promoter. The proximal CAT1 (−79 to −83) and CAT2 

(−785 to −789) were in forward orientation and located in the enhancing regions (Fig. 1). 

The CAT boxes 3–5 (−1227 to −1150) were found in a general repression region in 

reverse orientation and located in close proximity to each other, separated only by 33 to 

34 bp intervals (Fig. 1). Incubation of nuclear extract from NIH3T3 cells with the 32P-

labeled probe CAT5 (CP-1255-1210) produced specific DNA/protein complexes 

(Fig. 6A, lane2) using EMSA. Twenty-five- and fifty-fold molar excess of wild type 

oligonucleotides CP-1255/-1213 completed the formation of the DNA/protein complex 

(Fig. 6A lanes 3–4), and the mutated oligonucleotide CP−1255/−1234 did not affect the 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378111910001320#fig5�
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DNA/protein complexes (Fig. 6A, lane5). However, oligonucleotide CP−1233/−1213 

containing a CCAAT box had the competition capability (Fig. 6A, lane 6). Addition of 

antibodies to NF1 and SOX5 did not recognize these bands (Fig. 6A, lanes 7–8), whereas 

the anti-NF-YA antibody (Fig. 6A, lane 9) formed a super-shifted band with the 

DNA/protein complex, indicating that NF-Y binds to the CCAAT-boxes within the CP27 

promoter. 

To determine whether the CAT5 CCAAT box serves as a stimulatory or a 

repressive site, we performed a 5′ deletion mutation analysis and also introduced 

mutations into the box (ATTGG to ATGTG). Three promoter–reporter constructors were 

generated either as a wild type (pGL−1255/+48) or a 5′ deletion (pGL-1190) or a 

mutation (pGL-1255CAT5m2) construct, and then transiently transfected into NIH3T3 

cells. Our findings indicated that removal of the CAT5 CCAAT box and adjacent regions 

had a significant effect on the mouse CP27 promoter function, decreasing expression of 

the reporter gene by 74%. Moreover, mutation of CAT5 CCAAT box resulted in a 62% 

reduction when compared to the wild type construct (Fig. 6B). The decrease in CP27 

promoter activity observed by CAT5 mutation suggests that this site is involved in the 

control of cp27 gene expression enhancement despite its placement in an overall 

repressive promoter region. 

Chromatin immunoprecipitation was performed to verify the binding of NF-Y to 

the CAT5 CCAAT box in the CP27 promoter in NIH3T3 cells in vivo. The cross-linked 

chromatin was immuno-precipitated with anti-NF-YA antibody and subjected to PCR 

amplification using a pair of primers CP−1255/−1234 and CP−1132/−1152 spanning the 

CAT5 containing region. A DNA fragment (123 bp) corresponding in size to the CP27 
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promoter region was amplified (Fig. 6C, lanes 2). In contrast, a control anti-flag antibody 

failed to precipitate a chromatin fragment containing the endogenous CP27 promoter 

(Fig. 6C, lanes 3). These results confirmed the presence of the active NF-Y-binding 

CAT5 CCAAT box in the CP27 promoter. 

Oligonucleotides containing the sequence for the CAT2 CCAAT box were used 

as a probe in EMSA experiments and for the generation of DNA–protein complexes. 

However, these complexes were not recognized by either anti-NF-YA, NF-YB, or NF-

YC antibodies. Oligonucleotides containing the CAT3 or CAT4 CCAAT box sequence 

did not form substantially shifted bands when incubated with nuclear extracts from 

NIH3T3 cells (data not shown). 

A.7.  Requirement for functional cooperation among multiple NF-Y/CCAAT 

binding sites for cp27 gene expression 

To investigate whether multiple NF-Y/CCAAT binding sites function 

independently from each other or are required to cooperate in the regulation of the CP27 

promoter, four constructs were generated, including one containing the intact CP27 

promoter and three constructs in which the CCAAT box was mutated. Specifically, the 

activity of the three mutated plasmids pGL−1255/+48 CAT1-mut, pGL−1255/+48 

CAT5-mut or pGL−1255/+48 CAT 1,5-mut was compared with that of the wild-type 

pGL−1255/+48. The mutation in the CCAAT-box1 reduced luciferase activity by 61% 

(Fig. 7A). Mutation of the CAT5 box decreased CP27 promoter activity by 62% 

(Fig. 7A). Interestingly, simultaneous mutations in the CAT1 and CAT5 boxes reduced 

CP27 promoter activity by 90% (Fig. 7A). These results suggest that the two CAT boxes 

cooperate to activate the CP27 promoter. 
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To determine whether NF-Y can functionally activate the CP27 promoter, an 

expression vector for NF-YA (pIRES-NF-YA) or NF-Yam29 (pIRES-NF-YAm29) was 

introduced into NIH 3T3 cells, resulting in significant transfection efficiency as examined 

by RT-PCR (Fig. 7B). Vectors pIRES-NF-YA or pIRES-NF-Yam29 were then co-

transfected with the promoter–reporter construct pGL-CP−1255/+48. Co-transfection 

resulted in an enhancement of luciferase activity in a dose-dependent manner following 

NF-YA overexpression. Especially, 0.8 μg of pIRES-NFYA induced a 2.2 fold increase. 

In contrast, NF-YAm29 reduced the CP27 promoter activity (Fig. 7C). 

To confirm our finding that the functional cooperation between NF-Y and 

CCAAT boxes influences endogenous cp27 gene expression, NIH 3T3 cells were 

transfected with pIRES-NF-YA or pIRES-NF-Yam29, and CP27 mRNA expression was 

quantified by real time RT-PCR. Our data indicate that NF-YA overexpression caused a 

2-fold increase in endogenous CP27 mRNA expression. There was a slight decrease in 

CP27 transcription activity following NF-YAm29 treatment when compared to NIH3T3 

cells (Fig. 7D). Together, these data suggest that NF-Y interacts with multiple CCAAT 

boxes to regulate cp27 gene expression. 
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Fig. 1. Nucleotide sequence and putative regulatory elements of the 5′ flanking 
region of the mouse cp27 gene. The numbering of the nucleotides starts at the first 
nucleotide of the cDNA (+ 1). The first nucleotide 5′ of the preferred transcription start 
site is labeled −1. Selected potential transcription factor binding sequences have been 
labeled. Abbreviations: consensus binding site for the transcription factor oct-1 (OCT-1), 
consensus binding site for the gata transcription factor (GATA), consensus binding site 
for the transcription factor nxk-25 (NXK25), consensus binding site for the transcription 
factor c-myb (C-MYB), consensus binding site for transcription factor ap1 (AP1), 
CCAAT box (CAT BOX), E-box (E-BOX), unknown binding site (UNKOWN). 
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Fig. 2. Determination of the transcription start sites of the mouse cp27 gene. A, 
primer extension. The oligonucleotide CP 82/61 was end-labeled with (r-32P) ATP and 
hybridized with 10 μg of total RNA from NIH 3T3 cells or tRNA. The products of the 

primer extension reaction were size fractionated and autoradiographed. Lane 1, ϕX174 

Hinf I DNA markers; lane 2, primer extension with tRNA; lane 3, primer extension 
reaction with RNA from NIH 3T3 cells. B, ribonuclease protection assay. The (r-32P) 
ATP-labeled RNA probe was generated using the TOPO-207/+82 plasmid containing a 
PCR fragment amplified by the sense oligonucleotide CP −207/−186 and the antisense 
oligonucleotide CP82/61. The labeled probe was hybridized with 10 μg of total RNA 
from NIH 3T3 cells or yeast RNA. The RNase-resistant products were sized-fractioned 

and autoradiographed. Lane 1, ϕX174 Hinf I DNA markers; lane 2, no RNase-resistant 
product from yeast RNA; lane 3, RNase-resistant products from NIH 3T3 cells. C, 
mapping transcription start sites by 5′ RACE assay. Rapid amplification of cDNA 5′ ends 
using total RNAs extracted from NIH 3T3 cells mapped two transcription start sites of 
the cp27 gene indicated with stars. The first start site corresponded to an A purine residue 
140 nucleotides upstream of the ATG initiation codon, and the second one to an A purine 
residue located 102 nucleotides upstream of the ATG codon. 
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Fig. 3. Promoter activity in the 5′ flanking region of mouse cp27 gene. A, schematic 
representation of promoter–reporter plasmids. 1993 bp DNA and 5′-truncated fragments 
of the CP27 promoter upstream of the preferred transcription start site were inserted into 
the luciferase reporter vector pGL3-Basic in sense orientation. The arrow indicates the 
preferred transcription start site. The name of each reporter construct was assigned 
according to the 5′-end nucleotide number and the inserted promoter sequence. All 
constructs contain a partial exon 1. B, Luciferase activity resulting from the expression of 
the CP27 promoter–reporter gene constructs. The promoter–reporter gene constructs were 
transfected into NIH 3T3 cells, and specific luciferase activity was measured 48 h post 
transfection. The results were normalized by co-transfection with a pRL-TK reporter 
plasmid. Error bars represent the standard error for three samples in five independent 
experiments. The activity of the pGL3-Basic vector transfected in the same experiment is 
indicated. 
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Fig. 4. Identification of NF-Y as the CCAAT box binding protein of the mouse CP27 
proximal promoter. Nuclear extracts were prepared from NIH 3T3 cells. The extracts 
were incubated with the 32P-labeled double-stranded oligonucleotides CP-93/-56 
containing the CCAAT box of the mouse CP27 proximal promoter. A, Electrophoretic 
mobility shift analysis. Nuclear extracts from NIH 3T3 cells were incubated with 32P-
labeled oligonucleotide CP-93/-56 probe in the presence of the various competitors. Lane 
1,32P-labeled probe only; lane 2, probe plus nuclear extracts; lane 3, twenty-five-fold 
molar excess of unlabeled wild-type(WT) double-stranded oligonucleotides; lane 4, fifty-
fold WT; lane 5, twenty-five-fold molar excess of unlabeled mutated (MUT) double-
stranded oligonucleotides; lane 6, fifty-fold molar excess of unlabeled mutated (MUT) 
double-stranded oligonucleotides. The labels above individual lanes read Pr = probe, 
NE = nuclear extract, Cp = competition, Mt = mutation. B, effect of heat-treated nuclear 
extract on the DNA–protein complex. Lane 1, probe only; lane 2, nuclear extracts were 
incubated with the 32P-labeled probe; lane 3, the extracts were heated to 85 °C for 5 min, 
centrifuged and then added to the reaction mixture. C, Immunoblot analysis. Nuclear 
extracts were analyzed by EMSA in the presence of the double-stranded oligonucleotides 
CP-93/-56. Lanes 1 and 3, probe only; lanes 2 and 4, probe plus nuclear extracts. The 
EMSA gels were dried and subjected to autoradiography (lane 1 and 2) or blotted onto a 
nitrocellulose membrane, which was then immunoblotted with anti-NF-YA antibody 
(lane 3 and 4). D, supershift analysis. Lane 1, probe only; lane 2, nuclear extracts were 
incubated with a 32P-labeled probe; lane 3-7, the extracts were pre-incubated with anti-
NF-YA, NF-YC, NF1, Est1/2 or SOX5 antibodies (respectively) for 15 min and then 
added to the reaction mixture. The labels above individual lanes read Pr = probe, 
NE = nuclear extract, Ht = heat treatment, AB = antibody. E, transient transfection 
experiments. The plasmid pGL-93/-56 CCAATmut is a construct in which the CCAAT 
box has been mutated. Equal amounts of the mutated or wild-type constructs were 
transiently transfected into NIH 3T3 cells. pRL-TK was used as internal control for 
transfection efficiency. The values for relative luciferase activity including standard 
deviation were derived from at least five independent experiments with triplicate wells. 
There was a significant difference in luciferase activity between the wild-type and the 
mutated construct. F, ChIP assay. Chromatin fragments immunoprecipitated with anti-
NF-YA antibody were amplified by PCR using primers spanning the CP27 proximal 
promoter region. Immunoprecipitation with anti-Flag antibody was used as a negative 
control. Lane 1, positive control; lane2, Input DNA fragment amplified by mouse CP27 
primers; lane3, CP27 target immunoprecipitated by anti-NF-YA antibody; lane 4, anti-
Flag antibody control. 
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Fig. 5. Effect of site-specific mutation on the NF-Y binding in the 3′ flanking region 
of the CCAAT box of the mouse CP27 proximal promoter. A, Binding efficiency 
analysis of the NF-Y on the binding site. Wild-type oligonucleotides or mutated 
oligonucleotides were labeled with 32P. These probes were incubated with nuclear 
extracts and the formation of NF-Y–DNA complexes was analyzed using EMSA. Lane 1, 
wild-type oligonucleotide probe CP-93/-56; lane 2, deletion-mutated probe CP-93/-56D9; 
lane 3, deletion-mutated probe CP-93/-56D13; lane 4, site-specific mutated probe CP27-
93/-56M10-12. B, Antibody supershift assay. Lanes 1–4, wild-type probe CP-93/-56; 
lanes 5-8, deletion-mutated probe CP-93/-56D13; lanes 9–12, site-specific mutated probe 
CP-93/-56M10-12; lanes 1, 5, and 9, probe only; lanes 2, 6, and 10, probe plus nuclear 
extract; lanes 3, 7, and 11, probe plus nuclear extract and anti-NF-YA antibody; lanes 4, 
8, and 12, probe plus nuclear extract and anti-NF-YB antibody. The labels above 
individual lanes in Figs. 6A-C read Pr = probe, NE = nuclear extract, Cp = competition, 
AB = antibody. C, Transient transfection assays. The oligonucleotide containing the 
mutated CGGA motif in the 3′ flanking region was substituted for the plasmid pGL-93/-
56 M10-12. Equal amounts of the wild-type or mutated constructs were transiently 
transfected into NIH 3T3 cells and luciferase activity was measured. The data represent 
the means and standard deviation from five separate experiments. There was a significant 
difference in luciferase activity between the wild-type and the mutated construct. 
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Fig. 6. Multiple NF-Y binding elements in the mouse CP27 promoter. A, EMSA. 
Nuclear proteins were extracted from NIH 3T3 cells. The extracts were incubated with 
the 32P-labeled CCAAT box-containing oligonucleotide CP-1255/-1207. lane1, probe 
only; lane2, probe plus nuclear extracts; lane3, twenty five-fold and lane4, fifty-fold 
molar excess of unlabeled WT double-stranded oligonucleotides CP-1255/-1213; lane5, 
fifty-fold molar excess of unlabeled WT double-stranded oligonucleotides CP-1255/-
1234; lane6, fifty-fold molar excess of unlabeled WT double-stranded oligonucleotides 
CP-1233/-1213 (Table 2); lanes 7–9, supershift with anti-NF1, SOX5 or NF-YA 
antibodies. The labels above individual lanes read Pr = probe, NE = nuclear extract, 
Cp = competition, AB = antibody. B, Mutation analysis of CAT5 box. The wild type 
promoter–reporter construct pGL-1255/+48 or its 5′ deletion mutation pGL-1180/+48 or 
its mutated homologues pGL-1255/+48CAT5-mut was introduced into NIH3T3 cells, 
and luciferase activity was measured. The values for relative luciferase activity including 
standard deviation were presented in triplicates in five independent experiments as 
described before. C, ChIP assay. Chromatin fragments immunoprecipitated with anti-NF-
YA antibody were amplified by PCR using primers spanning the CP27 promoter regions 
from −1254 to −1133 bp. Immunoprecipitation with anti-Flag antibody was used as a 
negative control. Lane 1, input DNA fragment amplified by mouse CP27 primers; Lanes 
2, CP27 target immunoprecipitated by Anti-NF-YB antibody; lane3, anti-Flag antibody 
control. 
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Fig. 7. Effect of NF-Y on the cp27 gene expression. A, function study on the 
cooperation of multiple CCAAT-boxes to regulate the CP27 promoter. The wild type 
promoter–reporter construct pGL-1255/+48 or its mutated homologues pGL-
1255/+48CAT1-mut, pGL-1255/+48CAT5-mut or pGL-1255/+48CAT1, 5-mut was 
transfected into NIH3T3 cells, and luciferase activity was measured in triplicates in five 
independent experiments as described before. B, RT-PCR analysis of NF-YA or NF-
YAm29 overexpression efficiency. NIH3T3 cells were transfected with expression 
vectors pIRES-NF-YA or pIRES-NF-YAm29. After 24 h, total RNA was isolated from 
transfected cells and reverse transcribed. NF-YA expression level was detected by PCR 
analysis. RT-PCR products of four separate experiments were loaded onto 1% agarose 
gels and stained with ethidium bromide. β-actin served as an internal control. C, 
Luciferase activity of CP27 promoter–reporter gene constructs regulated by 
overexpression of NF- YA or NF-YAm29. The construct pGL-1255/+48 was co-
transfected with either the expression vectors pIRES-NF-YA or pIRES-NF-YAm29 into 
NIH3T3 cells. Transfection with pIRES-GFP was used as control. Forty-eight hours after 
transfection, cells were harvested and luciferase activity was measured as described 
above. Results are presented as relative luciferase activity. D, qRT-PCR analysis of CP27 
mRNA expression modulated by gene manipulation of NF-YA. NIH3T3 cells were 
transfected with the expression vectors pIRES-NF-YA or pIRES-NF-YAm29. After 48 h, 
total RNA was isolated from the transfected cells and reverse transcribed. CP27 
expression levels were measured using real time RT-PCR analysis. Changes in 
expression levels were measured as n-fold increases of stimulation over the control group 
using the 2−ΔΔCt method. CP27 expression was 1.93-fold higher when cells were 
transfected with NF-YA. 
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B. 1.  Two regulatory elements, a CCAAT-box and an E-box, are located in the 
mouse CP27 proximal promoter region 

To understand how CP27 expression is regulated in ES cells, putative cis-acting 

elements within the CP27 proximal promoter region were localized by progressive 5′ 

deletion mutations using reporter gene constructs in mouse ES cells with or without LIF 

(Fig. 8A). Luciferase activity assays demonstrated that the region between −93 and −56 

contained a strong enhancer activity because the 5′ deletion mutation from nucleotides − 

93 to −56 resulted in a 9.6 times decrease in luciferase activity. The construct pGL 

−55/+48 had a 60 times higher luciferase activity than the pGL3-basic control. The 

activity of the pGL −17/+48 construct was on the same level with the pGL3-basic vector 

(Fig. 8B). 

The transient transfection experiments described above indicate the presence of 

two positive regulatory elements within 93 bp of the mouse CP27 proximal promoter 

region. In order to elucidate the nuclear factor binding sites, DNase I footprint assays 

were performed. Using end-labeled probe CP − 207/+48 and nuclear extracts from ES 

cells, two major protected DNA regions were identified between nucleotides −83 and 

−61, and from −52 to −37 (Fig. 8C, lane 3). These protected sequences were identified as 

a CCAAT-box and an inverted E-box by comparison with a DNA ladder. 

B. 2.  Transcription factors binding to corresponding cis-regulatory elements on 

the CP27 proximal promoter in vitro and in vivo: NF-Y binds to the CCAAT-box 

and USF1 binds to an E-box 

To confirm that the CCAAT-box and the E-box are regulatory elements in the 

mouse CP27 proximal promoter, oligonucleotides containing the CCAAT-box (CP-93/-

56) or the E-box (CP-55/-27) were subjected to EMSA. The EMSA revealed formation of 
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protein–DNA complexes using nuclear extracts from ES cells and the radioactively 

labeled oligonucleotide CP-93/-56 or oligonucleotide CP-55/-27. Competition 

experiments were performed to determine the sequence specificity of the protein–DNA 

complex. Twenty-five- or 50-fold molar excess of unlabeled CP-93/-56 or CP-55/-27 

eliminated the formation of the complexes (Fig. 9A and B, lanes 3 and 4). However, 

when a mutation in the CCAAT-box was introduced by mutating CCAAT to CACAT or 

a mutation in E-box was generated by mutating CGTG to AATG, the mutated 

oligonucleotides did not affect protein/DNA bindings (Fig. 9A and B, lanes 5 and 6). 

To determine which transcription factors contributed to the complexes formed 

with the CCAAT-box or the E-box, the proximal CP27 promoter region was analyzed 

using MatInspector (www.genomatrix.de) and Signal Scan (www.bimas.dcrt.nih.gov). 

This analysis identified a NF-Y binding site and a USF1 binding site. To further confirm 

that NF-Y and USF1 bind to the CCAAT-box and the E-box in the CP27 proximal 

promoter, respectively, super-gel shift assays were performed. Incubation of anti-NF-YA 

antibody together with the CP27 −93/−56 DNA–protein complex led to the formation of 

slower migrating supershifted bands (Fig. 9A, lane 7). The anti-NF1 antibody did not 

form a supershifted band with CP27 proximal promoter sequences (Fig. 9A, lane 8). The 

antibody to USF1 completely obliterated the CP27 −55/−27 DNA/protein complex 

(Fig. 9B, lane 7), whereas the antibody to USF2 did not recognize this band (Fig. 9B, 

lane 8), indicating that USF1 binds to the E-box within the CP27 proximal promoter. 

Note that the USF1 antibody did not supershift but caused the disappearance of the 

cognate ESMA band. These results further confirmed that the CP27 −93/−56 DNA–

protein complex contained the NF-Y transcription factor (Fig. 9A, lane 7) while the CP27 
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−55/−27 DNA–protein complex contained the USF1 transcription factor (Fig. 9B, lane 

7). 

Chromatin immunoprecipitation was performed in order to verify the binding of NF-Y 

and USF1 to the CP27 promoter in ES cells in vivo. The cross-linked chromatin of ES 

cells was immunoprecipitated with anti-NF-YA or anti-USF1 antibodies and subjected to 

PCR amplification using primers spanning the CP27 promoter region (Table 3), resulting 

in the amplification of a 141 bp fragment corresponding in size to the CP27 proximal 

promoter fragment (Fig. 9C, lanes 2 and 3). In contrast, a control anti-flag antibody failed 

to precipitate a chromatin fragment containing the endogenous CP27 promoter (Fig. 10C, 

lane 1). These results confirmed the presence of an active CCAAT-box and an active E-

box in the CP27 proximal promoter. 

To determine whether the CCAAT-box and the E-box are involved in the 

regulation of the CP27 promoter, the CCAAT-box and the E-box of the intact CP27 

promoter were mutated (Table 3). Specifically, the activity of the mutated plasmid pGL-

93/+48 CCAAT-m was compared with that of the wild-type pGL-93/+48 and the mutated 

plasmid pGL-55/+48 E-m was compared with that of the wild-type pGL-55/+48. The 

mutations had significant effects on the activity of the CP27 promoter. Mutation in the 

CCAAT-box reduced CP27 promoter activity by 80.74% (Fig. 9D), while mutation of the 

E-box decreased CP27 promoter activity by 53.12% (Fig. 9D). These results demonstrate 

that the CCAAT-box and the E-box are functionally significant regulatory elements 

located in the mouse CP27 proximal promoter. 
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B. 3.  NF-Y interacts with USF1 on the CP27 proximal promoter 

DNase I footprinting and functional studies described earlier have identified two 

active cis-regulatory elements in the proximal CP27 promoter, an E-box and an adjacent 

CCAAT-box. Previous studies have suggested that a combined CCAAT-box–E-box 

motif regulates gene expression directly and co-operatively (Zhu et al., 2003 and 

Grskovic et al., 2007). To explore the possibility of an interaction between the CCAAT-

box and the E-box in the CP27 proximal promoter, we subjected oligonucleotide (CP-

93/-27) containing both the CCAAT-box and the E-box to EMSA. The CP-93/-27 probe 

generated three EMSA bands from ES cell nuclear extracts (Fig. 10A, lane 1). The fastest 

migration band was generated by USF1 because the USF1 antibody completely abolished 

the band (Fig. 10A, lane 3). The second fast migrating band was generated by NF-Y 

because the NF-YA antibody obliterated the band and formed a supershifted band 

(Fig. 10A, lane 2). The slowest band was generated by both NF-Y and USF1 since 

inclusion of antibody against either USF1 or NF-YA into the promoter/NE reaction 

disrupted the formation of this band (Fig. 10A, lanes 1–3). The USF2 antibody did not 

interact with any protein/DNA complexes (Fig. 10A, lane 4). 

To determine whether NF-Y and USF1 were co-localized in ES cells, NF-YA and 

USF1 expression were examined by immunohistochemistry. Immunofluorescent assays 

illustrated that NF-YA and USF1 proteins were expressed and overlapped in the nucleus 

with and without addition of the growth factor LIF (Fig. 10B). 

To confirm that NF-Y interacts with USF1 in vivo, we performed 

coimmunoprecipitation experiments. ES cell lysates were used for immunoprecipitation 

with antibodies against NF-YC or USF1. Flag antibody was served as a negative control. 
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As shown in Fig. 10C, USF1 was detected in anti-NF-YC immunoprecipitates but not in 

immunoprecipitates with Flag antibody. Conversely, NF-YC was detected in the USF1 

immunoprecipitates. These results provide additional evidence that NF-Y and USF1 

physically interact in vivo. 

B. 4.  Synergistic activation of CP27 expression by NF-Y and USF1 

To investigate the involvement of NF-Y–USF interactions in the regulation of the 

CP27 promoter, mutated CCAAT-box and E-box constructs of the intact CP27 promoter 

were generated (Table 3). Specifically, the activity of the mutated plasmid pGL-93/+48 

CAT-m or pGL-93/+48 E-m was compared with that of the wild-type pGL-93/+48. The 

mutation in the CCAAT-box reduced luciferase activity by 90.49% (Fig. 11A). 

Surprisingly, the mutation in the E-box completely abolished the activity of the CP27 

proximal promoter even though the CCAAT-box remained intact (Fig. 11A). These 

results suggest that the function of the CCAAT-box is dependent on the E-box as an 

essential regulatory element located in the mouse CP27 proximal promoter. 

To determine whether NF-Y and USF1 can function synergistically in activation 

of the CP27 promoter, expression vectors for NF-YA (pIRES-NF-YA) or USF1 (pCMV-

SPORT6.1-USF1) were introduced into ES cells and expression levels in transfected cells 

were significantly higher than in control cells as demonstrated by RT-PCR (lanes 5–8 

compared to lanes 1–4, determined by densitometry) (Fig. 11B). Vectors pIRES-NF-YA, 

pCMV-SPORT6.1-USF1 or a combination were then co-transfected with the promoter–

reporter construct pGL-CP-93/+48 containing both the CCAAT-box and the E-box and a 

high degree of synergy (2.19 folds) between NF-YA and USF1 was observed (Fig. 11C). 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378111910004142#ref_f0015�
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To confirm that the functional collaboration between NF-Y and USF1 influences 

endogenous CP27 gene expression, ES cells were transfected with pIRES-NF-YA or 

pCMV-SPORT6.1-USF1 or a combination of both, and CP27 mRNA was quantified by 

real time RT-PCR. The endogenous CP27 mRNA expression was increased by 1.93-fold 

following NF-YA overexpression, 2.06-fold following USF1 overexpression, and 2.69-

fold following NF-YA-USF1 overexpression, respectively (Fig. 11D). 
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Fig. 8.  Characterization of the mouse CP27 proximal promoter activity in ES cells. A, 
schematic representation of reporter plasmids. The arrow indicates the position of the 
transcription start site. Reporter constructs descriptors indicate the 5′-end nucleotide 
number of the inserted promoter sequence. B, luciferase activity resulting from the 
expression of the CP27 promoter–reporter gene constructs. D0 represents cell culture in 
the presence of LIF and D4 represents LIF-withdrawal for 4 days. The results were 
normalized by co-transfection with a pRL-TK reporter plasmid. Error bars represent the 
standard error for three samples in five independent experiments. C, DNase I footprinting 
analysis. The DNA fragment CP-207/+48 was 3′-end labeled and incubated with BSA 
(lane 2) or nuclear extract from ES cells (lane 3). Lane 1 represents a G + A Maxam–
Gilbert sequencing ladder. Two DNase I protected regions are recognized, and their 
sequences match the E-box and the CCAAT-box consensus sequences of the proximal 
CP27 promoter. The asterisks in B indicate significant differences (P < 0.05). 
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Fig. 9.   
Identification of two active cis-regulatory elements and corresponding transcription 
factors on the CP27 proximal promoter: NF-Y binds to the CCAAT-box and USF1 
binds to an E-box. A and B, electrophoretic mobility shift analysis. Nuclear extracts from 
ES cells were incubated with 32P-labeled oligonucleotide probes CP-93/-56 (A) or CP-
55/-27 (B) in the presence of various competitors, mutants and antibodies. The labels 
above individual lanes read NE = nuclear extract, AB = antibody. C, chromatin 
immunoprecipitation. NF-YA (lane 2) or USF1 associated DNA fragments (lane 3) were 
immunoprecipitated using anti-NF-YA or USF1 antibodies. Flag antibody served as 
negative control. D, transient transfection experiments. The plasmid pGL-93/+48 
CCAAT-m is a modified construct of pGL-93/+48 in which the CCAAT-box had been 
mutated; the plasmid pGL-55/+48 Em is a mutated construct of pGL-55/+48 in which the 
E-box was modified. The asterisks in D indicate significant differences (P < 0.05). 
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Fig. 10.   
Interaction between NF-Y and USF1 on the CP27 proximal promoter. A, supershift 
assay. Oligonucleotide CP-93/-27 containing both the CCAAT-box and the E-box was 
32P-labeled and incubated first with NE from ES cells and then with various antibodies. 
AB = antibody. B, immunofluorescent assay for NF-YA and USF1 expression. ES cells 
were cultured in the presence of LIF or without LIF for 4 days, fixed and subjected to 
double immunofluorescence staining using NF-YA (green) and USF1 (red) antibodies. 
The nucleus was stained with DAPI (blue). D0 represents cell culture in the presence of 
LIF and D4 represents LIF-withdrawal for 4 days. C, coimmunoprecipitation. ES cell 
lysates were precipitation with either NF-YC antibody or USF1 antibody. Flag antibody 
was used as negative control. 
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Fig. 11.   
Effect of the interaction between NF-Y and USF1 on CP27 gene expression. A, 
function study to determine whether the CCAAT-box and the E-box are essential 
regulatory elements of the CP27 promoter. The wild type promoter–reporter construct 
pGL-93/+48 and its mutated homologues pGL-93/+48CCAATm or pGL-93/+48Em were 
transfected into ES cells. B, RT-PCR analysis of NF-YA or USF1 overexpression 
efficiency. ES cells were transfected with expression vectors pIRES-NF-YA or pCMV-
SPORT6.1-USF1. Each lane (1–8) represents RNA extracts from individually cultured 
wells. Lanes 1–4 are from controls and 5–8 are from overexpressing mouse ES cells. C, 
regulation of CP27 promoter activity by overexpression of NF-YA or USF1 or a 
combination of both. The construct pGL-93/+48 was co-transfected with the expression 
vectors pIRES-NF-YA or pCMV-SPORT6.1-USF1 or a combination of both into ES 
cells. Transfection with pIRES-GFP or pCMV-SPORT6.1 was used as controls. D, qRT-
PCR analysis of CP27 mRNA expression regulated by gene manipulation of NF-YA or 
USF1 or a combination of both. The asterisk indicates a statistically significant increase 
in luciferase activity and gene expression levels. CP27 expression levels were calculated 
in relationship to the β-actin internal control using the 2−ΔΔCt method (Livak and 
Schmittgen, 2001). 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=MiamiImageURL&_cid=272416&_user=186797&_pii=S1046202301912629&_check=y&_coverDate=2001-12-01&view=c&wchp=dGLzVlS-zSkWA&md5=15e092b85f2b30afcd21e0d20b5ac4f4/1-s2.0-S1046202301912629-main.pdf�
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C. 1.  Structure and evolution of the SWR-C/SRCAP complex member CP27 

Previous studies have noted the unique developmental expression pattern 

(Diekwisch et al. 1999) and functional potency (Diekwisch and Luan 2002) of the cp27 

gene and highlighted its role in fibroblast proliferation (Luan and Diekwisch 2002, Luan 

et al. 2010, Ito et al. 2011).  To further define its role, we have placed CP27 in the 

broader context of the mammalian ATP-ase dependent chromatin remodeling complex 

SRCAP (Fig. 1A).  Based on sequence homology analysis, CP27 is the mouse 

counterpart of the yeast protein Swc5, a member of the yeast SWR complex, which is the 

equivalent of the mammalian SRCAP complex (Chrivia, Diekwisch 1999).  The yeast 

SWR complex is a multi-protein complex known for its ability to exchange the canonical 

histone H2A with the variant histone Htz1 (Figs. 12A,B; Wu et al. 2005).   In yeast, SWR 

complex members Swc2, Arp6, Swc5, Swc6 have been associated with Htz1 exchange 

(Wu et al. 2005).  CP27 is characterized by a number of unique sequence attributes 

suggestive of its biological function, including alternating -helices and -sheets 

indicative of an interactive secondary structure, a high level of sequence conservation 

representative of an evolutionarily conserved function, and unusual isoelectric point 

polarity of the CP27 molecule, ranging from a highly acidic N-terminus (pH 2.8) to a 

basic C-terminus (pH 9.9)(Fig. 12C-E).  Remarkably, during the course of CP27 

evolution from mycoplasm to human, the pI of the conserved region of the N-terminus 

(Supplement 1) gradually decreased from pH6 to pH 3, while the C-terminus became 

increasingly alkaline (from pH9 to 11)(Fig. 12F).   
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C. 2.  CP27 is part of SRCAP complex to regulate stem cell differentiation and 

progression.   

As a next step, we have asked the question whether CP27 is a member of the 

SRCAP complex.  Previous studies have shown that the CP27 yeast homologue swc5 is a 

part of the SWR1 chromatin remodeling complex (Wu et al. 2005), an ATPase containing 

chromatin complex which plays a key role in H2A/H2A.Z histone variant exchange.  

H2A/H2A.Z variant exchange is one of the pivotal events in the life of a cell that 

prevents the spreading of heterochromatin and thus keeps DNA accessible to 

transcription.  As long as CP27 has remained an swr/SRCAP complex member 

throughout its evolution from yeast to man, the mammalian CP27 with its 45% homology 

to swc5 has likely retained its role in histone exchange based on the highly conserved 

function of this complex in deuterostomes.  However, many chromatin complex members 

change or lose their association with complexes.  We therefore decided to probe whether 

CP27 was a member of the mammalian SRCAP complex.  In order to ask this question, 

we used co-immunoprecipitation assays to test whether CP27 co-immunoprecipitates 

with conserved swr/SRCAP complex members such as DMAP1, TIP49A, TP49B, and 

BAF53  (Morrison and Shen, 2009).  In these studies, our anti-CP27 antibody recognized 

a single band representing CP27 indicative of CP27/TIP49A and TIP49B protein 

interaction in western blots (Fig. 13A-C).  In addition, the anti CP27 antibody employed 

for this western blot recognized the presence of DMAP1 and BAF53A (Fig. 13A-C).  

Together our co- immunoprecipitation experiment indicates that CP27 interacts with 

SRCAP complex subunits and thus is a member of the SRCAP complex. 
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Furthermore, we used chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assays to test 

whether CP27 binds to matching regions on the FAD synthetase promoter, a promoter 

that demonstrates high levels of SRCAP binding (Wong, et al. 2007).  FAD synthetase 

promoter studies allowed us to ask whether matching CP27 and SRCAP complex subunit 

binding regions were also occupied by H2A.Z, suggesting a role in H2A.Z deposition.  

ChIP assays were performed using antibodies against H2A.Z, CP27, TIP49A, and 

DMAP1 to pull down chromatin immunoprecipitates. Our study yielded overlapping 

regions of CP27, TIP49A, and DMAP1 binding within the FAD promoter (Fig. 13D), 

suggesting that CP27 binding sites are related to SRCAP complex binding sites.  

C. 3.  CP27 affects H2A.Z expression pattern and levels. 

CP27 is a homologue to yeast swc5, a subunit of SWR1 complex (SRCAP 

complex in mammalian cells) which catalyzes ATP-dependent exchange of the 

nucleosomal histone H2A for H2A.Z.  Furthermore, a histone variant H2A.Z mutant 

mouse was reported to fail shortly after implantation and prior to gastrulation (E6) (Faast 

et al, 2001).  In comparison between cp27 and H2A.Z null mice, both null phenotypes 

were similar (Faast et al. 2001, Ridgway et al. 2004).  Based on its homology with swc5 

as described above, we have hypothesized that CP27 plays an essential role in the 

exchange of the histone variant H2A.Z.  Here we tested CP27 and H2A.Z protein 

localization in ES cells and blastocysts, and involvement in histone variant H2A.Z 

exchange.   Immunofluorescence experiments demonstrated CP27 and H2A.Z co-

localization in blastocysts (Figs. 14A-D) and ES cells (Figs.3E-H).  CP27 was localized 

in the inner cell mass and in the trophoblast (Fig. 14A).  In comparison, H2A.Z 

expression was mostly restricted to the inner cell mass.  However, CP27 reactivity in the 
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trophoblast was stronger than H2A.Z reactivity (Fig. 14B compared to 14A).  CP27 and 

H2A.Z were co-localized in the inner cell mass (Fig. 14C).  On a cellular level, CP27 and 

H2A.Z co-localized in mouse embryonic stem cells.  CP27 expression was not only in the 

nucleus but also expressed at low levels in cytoplasm; in contrast, H2A.Z expression was 

exclusively restricted to the nucleus (Figs. 14E-H).  Together, null phenotype and protein 

localization were supportive of the concept that CP27 and H2A.Z were involved in early 

embryogenesis.  Next, we asked the question whether loss of CP27 function affects 

H2A.Z expression pattern and levels using whole mount immunoreactions with 

antibodies against H2A.Z in CP27 knockout and control blastocysts.  Our data revealed 

that only wild-type blastocysts detected H2A.Z expression (Fig. 14I), while blastocysts 

without CP27 did not (Fig 14J).  Together, these data suggested that CP27 expression and 

association in the ICM is critical for H2A.Z expression and may play important roles in 

H2A/H2A.Z exchange.  Analysis of mRNA levels in CP27 knockout blastocysts by real 

time qPCR suggested that H2A.Z mRNA levels were decreased by 70% (Fig. 14K).   

Based on the similarities between H2A.Z and CP27 in terms of expression, 

localization, and null phenotype, and CP27 mutant affect H2A.Z expression in 

blastocysts, we decided to explore whether CP27 involved in H2A.Z exchange on a 

chromatin level. Using chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assay, we demonstrated 

that CP27 and H2A.Z precipitate together as part of the same chromatin complex.  The 

anti-H2A.Z antibody employed for this Western blot recognized a single band at 14kDa 

representing H2A.Z as part of a Flag/CP27/H2A.Z chromatin complex pulled down by an 

anti-Flag antibody (Fig. 14L).  Also the anti-Flag antibody reacted with the �CP27/Flag 

fusion protein, however failed to pull down the CP27/H2A.Z chromatin complex 
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(compare with Fig.14L Lane 2), suggesting that the mutated swc5-like CP27 domain 

(BCNT) is necessary for the interaction of CP27 with the H2A.Z containing chromatin 

complex.  

In addition, cell culture studies to confirm the effect of CP27 on H2A.Z 

localization and expression by CP27 knockdown experiments resulted in a 42% reduction 

of H2A.Z and 44% reduction of CP27 protein expression in the cells on Western blots 

(Fig. 14S, measured by densitometry) and on immunohistochemistry micrographs 

analysis (Figs. 14M-R) to verify CP27 affects H2A.Z localization pattern and 

heterochromatin confirmation. Besides ES cell plasticity is regulated through chromatin 

dynamics and epigenetic mechanisms involving DNA methylation, histone modifications, 

and histone exchenge, which in turn affect the promoter regions.  In light of the pivotal 

role of the histone variant H2A.Z in the protection of euchromatin from ectopic 

heterochromatin spreading (Meneghini et al., 2003) we hypothesized that changes in 

CP27 expression might affect H2A.Z localization and heterochromatin confirmation.  A 

CP27 knockdown approach was used to test the effect of CP27 on 

heterochromatin/euchromatin boundaries.  Following CP27 siRNA transfection, nuclei 

became enriched in DAPI fluorescence, indicative of enhanced heterochromatin levels 

(Fig. 14N versus 14Q).  H2A.Z immunopositive regions co-localized with DAPI-

unstained heterochromatin nuclear areas in overlay micrographs (Figs. 14O and 14R).  

Note that the generalized low-level H2A.Z expression found in control nuclei was lost in 

CP27 knockdown nuclei and replaced by more restricted H2A.Z expression within the 

boundaries of circumscribed euchromatin regions (Figs. 14P/R versus Figs. 14M/O). In 

addition, we tested how relationship between CP27 and heterochromatin by treating the 
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cells with Trichostatin A (TSA) to remove the heterochromatin, our results indicates 

CP27 expression pattern in treatment cells are widely extended (Supplement 2A), that 

suggesting CP27 involved in eu- / hetero-chromatin formation associate with H2A.Z. 

Together, these findings document that CP27 co-localizes with H2A.Z and affects its 

expression and chromatin conformation. 

C. 4.  CP27 is essential for early development / Lack of CP27 mis-regulates 

formation of three germ layers  

In order to determine the effect of cp27 loss of function, targeted ES cells were 

used to produce germ-line chimeras via blastocyst injection (Fig. 15A-C). Homozygous 

progeny was observed from E3.5 blastocysts to E7.5 embryos. From E8.5 until newborn, 

homozygous offspring was missing, while the number of resorbed/degrading embryonic 

masses peaked at days E10 and E12, that suggesting early embryonic lethality between 

implantation and embryonic day E8 (Fig. 15D). In E3.5 blastocysts, whole mount wild-

type and cp27 knockout embryos were indistinguishable from each other (Figs. 15E,F). 

In contrast, E7.5 cp27 mutant mice displayed rudimentary embryonic tissues lacking 

germ layer organization while same-stage mid-gastrulation wild-type mouse embryos 

featured differentiated germ layers (Fig. 15K,L). Immunoreactions using an anti-CP27 

antibody revealed strong reactivity in wild-type blastocysts and embryos compared to 

complete absence of CP27 in knockout samples (Figs. 15G,H).  In order to determine the 

viability of cp27 mutant progeny, E3.5 blastocysts were cultured in ES cell medium 

without LIF, resulting in trophoblast ectoderm cellular outgrowth in both cp27 mutant 

and wild-type blastocysts (Fig. 15I,J). The wild-type group featured distinct inner cell 

mass condensations while the inner cell mass was lost in the cp27-/- group and only a few 
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single cells remained (Fig. 15I,J). Both wild-type and mutant embryos as late as E6.5 

were incorporating BrdU (Fig. 15M,N) and indicating that prior to the onset of 

gastrulation the embryos were relatively intact.  

At E6.5, cp27 null intraembryonic tissues were greatly compressed (Fig. 15P) and 

the conceptus was populated by a condensation of extraembryonic endoderm (een) 

identified by the endoderm marker GATA4 (Fig. 15O). There was no distinct epiblast in 

the cp27 null phenotype (Fig. 15P,R,T versus 15O,Q,S) although the anterior pole of the 

embryo retained a rudimentary extraembryonic ectoderm layer (ee) labeled by the 

ectoderm marker EED (Fig. 15Q,R). At E7.5, embryos were further degraded and there 

was no evidence of mesoderm formation (Fig. 15T), while the SNAIL marker clearly 

identified the mesoderm of control embryos (Fig. 15S).   

In search for potential explanations for cp27 null lethality, obvious similarities 

between nanog-deficient (Mitsui et al. 2003) and cp27-deficient mice were noted, since 

both phenotypes highlighted survival of extraembryonic endoderm-like cells in 

conjunction with epiblast failure. CP27 was abolished in the inner cell mass (ICM) of 

cp27 null blastocysts already at E3.5 (Fig. 15H vs. 15G), while wild-type counterparts 

featured strong CP27 expression in the ICM. Loss of CP27 in blastocyst ICM 

dramatically reduced Nanog (Fig. 16A), and this reduction was likely to cause a failure in 

ICM derivation as seen in the failure to form an epiblast. In contrast, Nanog reduction did 

not affect the extraembryonic endoderm, which continued to proliferate (Fig. 15M,N 

BrdU) and occupied the majority of the cp27 null rudiment during the final days prior to 

degradation. The lack of mesoderm and archenteron development in cp27 null mice was 

also consistent with mutant phenotypes observed in another CP27 interaction partner, the 
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variant histone H2A.Z, which failed shortly after implantation and prior to gastrulation 

(E6)(Faast et al. 2001, Ridgway et al. 2004). In comparison to Nanog and H2A.Z null 

mice, the cp27 null phenotype was less severe, consistent with low levels of Nanog and 

H2A.Z expression in CP27 mutant mice (Fig. 14K, 16A).  

C. 5.  CP27 regulates Nanog promoter via H2A.Z exchange  

In search for potential explanations for cp27 null lethality, analysis of core 

pluripotent transcription factors such as Nanog, Oct4, and Sox2 after CP27 siRNA 

treatment of ES cells was conducted.  Since Nanog homozygous mutant mouse die 

between E3.5 and E5.5 with abnormal embryonic and extraembryonic tissue 

development, Oct4 homozygous knockout results in peri-implantation lethality with 

failure to develop a pluripotent inner cell mass, Sox2 null mutations implant but fail to 

develop an epiblast, and die shortly thereafter.  CP27 knockout experiments for Nanog 

expression demonstrate an over 70% loss of Nanog mRNA.    

Our CP27siRNA experiments demonstrate a 40% downregulation of Nanog 

expression in ES cells as revealed by western blot (Fig. 16B).  However, Oct4 and Sox2 

did not result in a significant change in siRNA treatmented cells.  Moreover, Nanog 

mRNA expression was reduced by 77% and 67% respectively compare to wild type 

control in E3.5 and E6.5 day knockout embryos (Fig. 16A).  Also we observed obvious 

similarities between Nanog mutant (Mitsui et al. 2003) and cp27 deficient mice, both 

displaying phenotype differentiation into endoderm-like cells in conjunction with epiblast 

failure; nevertheless, in cp27 null embryos, ectoderm like cells were still intact, 
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suggesting that loss of CP27 function affects not only pluripotent transcription factor 

Nanog, but also involves transcriptional activation during early development.  

Here we focus on analyzing ES cell differentiation, whether the CP27/SRCAP 

complex regulates pluripotency transcription factors.  CP27 knockout studies suggested 

that one of the important pluripotency transcription factors: Nanog, is downregulated in 

CP27 knockout mice.  We tested whether the CP27/SRCAP complex binds the Nanog 

promoter region (Fig. 16C). ChIP assays were carried out using an antibody that 

recognized CP27, TIP49A, and DMAP1 (SRCAP complex subunit proteins), as well as 

an H2A.Z antibody for measuring levels of H2A.Z deposition.  Our results demonstrate 

that CP27 and SRCAP complex subunits overlapped within Nanog promoter sites, and 

these binding sites were corresponding with those of H2A.Z deposition (Fig. 16C). 

Together, the CP27/SRCAP complex affects Nanog expression through the exchange of 

histone H2A with the variant H2A.Z within the Nanog promoter.  Our assay suggested 

that CP27 is essential for ES cell differentiation during early development.  

Next we tested how loss of CP27 affects H2A.Z deposition.  Knockdown of CP27 

experiment in mouse ES cells decreases H2A.Z deposition at the FAD synthetase and 

Nanog promoter sites as revealed by ChIP assay as shown with the antibody against 

H2A.Z (Fig. 16D).  Here we demonstrate reduction of H2A.Z deposition at the -300 to -

1000 and 200 to 500 regions of both the FAD and Nanog promoter.  However, the -200 

to 200 regions of the promoter were slightly decreased (Supplemental data), CP27 siRNA 

treatment reduced CP27 expression 40 to 60%, which may suggest that the -200 to 200 

regions of H2A.Z deposition were not affected, explaining survival of CP27 siRNA 

treated cells.  This region may be critical for transcriptional activity at the TSS site.  Our 
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experiments also indicate that loss of CP27 affects the transcriptional activity of Nanog 

expression.  However, H2A.Z siRNA treatment in ES cells demonstrates that H2A.Z 

depleted cells do not affect Oct4 and Nanog expression (Creyghton et al. 2008).  In 

addition to explaining our data, the SRCAP complex (SWR1 in yeast) does not have a 

physiological role in transcriptional activation independent of H2A.Z, suggesting that 

SRCAP complex subunits including CP27 may have unique functions related to gene 

regulation.  
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Fig. 12.  
Structure and evolution of the SWR-C/SRCAP complex member CP27.  (A) 
Comparison between conserved and non-conserved members of the yeast SWR-C and 
mammalian Snf-2-related CREB-binding protein activator protein (SRCAP) chromatin 
complex.  CP27 is the mammalian homologue of yeast Swc5 based on sequence 
homology and domain organization.  (B) Model of the mammalian SRCAP is a 
multiprotein chromatin remodeling complex.  The SRCAP complex is organized around a 
principal component, the Snf-2-related CREB-binding protein activator protein (SRCAP), 
and contains multiple other members such as YL1, ZnF-HIT1, TIP49a, TIP49b, BAF53a, 
ARP6, GAS41, and DMAP1.  In this sketch, CP27 was added because of its homology to 
Swc5 of the yeast SWR-C complex.  (C) Predicted structure of CP27 containing multiple 
loops, turns and helices indicative of a highly interactive protein.  (D) Phylogenetic 
relationship between CP27 homologues in living organisms indicative of conservation 
from plants to humans.  (E) Isoelectric point distribution along the CP27 protein sequence 
reveals a highly acidic N-terminal half (exons 1-4, pI 3-4) set against a basic C-terminus 
(exons 5-7, pI 9-10).  (F) Evolutionary trends in N-terminal and C-terminal isoelectric 
point.  The C-terminal pI only marginally increased from plants to mammals from pI9 to 
pI11, while there was a steep decrease in N-terminal pI from pI5 to pI3.   
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Fig. 13.   
CP27 is a member of the SRCAP complex.  (A-C) Co-Immunoprecipitation of SRCAP 
complex subunits and CP27.  (A) Lanes 1-3 were loaded with cell lysate precipitates 
generated by pull-down with antibodies against CP27 (lane 1), TIP49A (lane 2), and 
TIP49B (lane3).  Lanes 4 and 5 are negative controls that were either incubated without 
antibody (lane 4) or with IgG (lane 5).  The presence of CP27 in these precipitates was 
assessed by Western blot using an anti-CP27 antibody.  (B,C) In both blots, lane 1 was 
loaded with the anti-CP27 antibody precipitate from cell lysate while lane 2 was loaded 
with IgG.  Western blot was used to either identify DMAP1 (B) or BAF53A in these 
precipitates.  (D) Promoter occupancy map of the proximal FAD promoter for CP27, and 
H2A.Z, and SRCAP complex subunits TIP49A and DMAP1.  Overlapping occupancy at 
multiple sites would be suggestive of concerted activity of subunits within a complex.  
The Flavin adenine dinucleotide synthetase (FAD synthetase) promoter region has been 
previously identified as a high level SRCAP binding site.  ChIP assays against four 
promoter fragments were performed using antibodies that recognized H2A.Z, CP27, 
TIP49A, and DMAP1.  CP27, H2A.Z, TIP49a, and H2A.Z chromatin 
immunoprecipitates bound to the same location on the FAD promoter.   
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Fig. 14.   
Relationship between CP27 and H2A.Z. (A-H) Comparison of CP27 and H2A.Z 
localization in mouse E3.5 embryonic blastocysts (A-D) and mouse embryonic stem cells 
(E-H).  This panel shows immunofluorescence micrographs for CP27 (green; A,E), 
H2A.Z (red; B,F), CP27/H2A.Z overlay (green/red; C,G) and DAPI (blue; D,H).  H2A.Z 
and CP27 immunofluorescence overlapped and were strongly identified in the inner cells 
mass, with only a few areas of the trophoblast also displaying positive immunoreactivity  
(B and C).  The position of inner cell mass (icm) and trophoblast (tr) are indicated as a 
reference (D). The broader expression pattern for CP27 as compared to H2A.Z was also 
observed on a cellular level in mouse embryonic stem cells (E-H).  The overlay image 
i(G) shows yellow staining indicative of both CP27 and H2A.Z in the nucleus, while the 
cytoplasm fluoresced in green, representative of CP27 immunofluorescence.  (I,J)  
Whole-mount immunoreactions against H2A.Z for E3.5 blastocysts from CP27-/- mice 
(J) and CP27+/+ mice (I) using an antibody against H2A.Z. Only wild-type blastocysts 
reacted with the antibody (Fig. 3I). Note the distinct H2A.Z immunoreactivity in the 
inner cell mass (I, insert).  (K) H2A.Z mRNA expression levels in cp27 null and wild-
type blastocysts as assessed by real-time qPCR, indicating reduced H2A.Z levels in CP27 
null mice.  (L) Chromatin immunoprecipitation with FLAG antibody identifies H2A.Z 
within a FLAG-tagged CP27 containing complex.  Here, ES cells were co-transfected 
with a FLAG tagged empty vector (lane 1) as negative control, FLAG-tagged CP27 (lane 
2) or a FLAG-tagged CP27 mutant (lane 3), respectively.  Cells were then subjected to 
Chromatin immunoprecipitation with an anti-FLAG antibody using protein A beads.  
Western blots employing anti-H2A.Z antibody were used to identify H2A.Z in the lysate 
(lane 4; input) and in the immunoprecipitates (lane 1-3).  The light chain of the Flag 
antibody was identified at 25kDa.  The anti-H2A.Z antibody used for this Western blot 
recognized a single band at 14kDa representing H2A.Z as part of a Flag/CP27/H2A.Z 
chromatin complex pulled down by an anti-Flag antibody, but not when mutated CP27 

was part of the Flag/CP27/ chromatin complex.  (M-R) Immunolocalization of H2A.Z 
in wild-type (M-O) and CP27 siRNA treated cells (P-R).  (M,P) H2A.Z 
immunofluorescence, (N,Q) DAPI-positive euchromatin, (O,R) merged H2A.Z/DAPI 
overlays.  Following CP27 siRNA transfection, nuclei became DAPI-positive throughout, 
and dark areas indicative of euchromatin were greatly reduced (Q).  H2A.Z 
immunopositive regions co-localized with DAPI-unstained euchromatin nuclear areas in 
overlay micrographs (O,R).  As a result, DAPI/H2A.Z-merged micrographs highlighted 
alternating regions for H2A.Z (red color) and euchromatin (blue color) with only little 
overlap.  (S) Western blot analysis of CP27 siRNA treated cells.  The CP27 knockdown 
experiment in ES cells resulted in a 42% reduction of H2A.Z and 44% reduction of CP27 
protein expression as detected by densitometry.   
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Fig. 15.   
cp27 conventional knockout mouse targeting results in collapse of the embryo 
during early gastrulation.  (A-D) Mouse targeting.  (A) Targeting construct.  PstI; 
restriction enzyme site for Southern blot; HR, region of homologous recombination.   (B) 
Southern Blot of mouse genomic DNA from cp27 k/o and wild type mice digested with 
PstI.  This probe detected a band of ~5.1kb size for the wild type allel and a band of 
~3.8kb for the mutant allel.  (C) PCR analysis of genotypes. Wild-type embryos were 
identified using a 479bp fragment based on the WT primer from our map in (A) while 
mutant embryos were identified by a 345bp fragment amplified using the K/O primer 
(A).  (D) Survival rates after crossing cp27 heterozygous mice.  Homozygous progeny 
was observed from E3.5 blastocysts to E7.5 embryos.  From E8.5 until newborn, there 
was no homozygous offspring, while the number of resorbed/degrading embryonic 
masses peaked at days E10 and E12.  (E-L) CP27 blastocyst and embryonic phenotype 
analysis.  There were no obvious morphological differences between wild-type (E,G) and 
CP27 mutant  blastocysts (F,H).  (G,H) Whole mount immunohistochemistry against 
CP27 for wild-type blastocysts (G) and mutant blastocysts (H).  Only wild-type 
blastocysts reacted with the antibody.  (I,J) Comparison of inner cell mass (ICM) growth 
between cp27 null and WT E3.5 blastocysts cultured in ES cell medium without LIF.  
The WT group featured distinct inner cell mass (ICM) condensations (I) while the inner 
cell mass was lost in the cp27 null group and only a few single cells remained (J).  At 
embryonic stage E7.5, the cp27 null mice (L) displayed rudimentary embryonic tissue 
compared to the same-stage, mid-gastrulation wild-type mouse embryos featuring 
differentiated germ layers ectoderm (ect), mesoderm (mes), and endoderm (end) (K).  
(M-T) Analysis of WT and CP27 mutant embryos using markers for proliferation (M,N) 
and germ layers (O-T).  Both the wild-type (M) and the knockout tissue sections (N) 
reacted positively for BrdU, with BrdU in the null section restricted to the distal 
extraembryonic endoderm (N).  (O-T) Immunohistochemical analysis of germ layer 
organization in developing mouse embryos (O,Q,S) and their same-stage cp27 null 
counterparts (P,R,T).  The endoderm marker GATA4 recognized the extraembryonic 
endoderm layer (een) in E6.5 control sections (O), while it only recognized a set of 
cuboidal individual cells in the cp27 null embryo (een).  The ectoderm marker EED (ee) 
was greatly diminished in cp27 null progeny (R) and only formed a narrow layer when 
compared to wild-type counterparts (Q). The SNAIL mesoderm marker gene was entirely 
absent in cp27 null embryos (T) while there was highly specific SNAIL expression in late 
E7 wild-type embryos (S).  Note the missing amniotic cavity in cp27 knockout embryos 
(N,P,R,T) compared to wild-type controls (adjacent panel on the left).  
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Fig. 16.   
CP27 affects histone H2A.Z deposition and expression.  (A) Comparison of H2A.Z 
expression between cp27 null and wild type blastocysts (E3.5) and E6.5 embryos.  (B) 
Lack of CP27 affects only the pluripotent transcription factor Nanog, but not Sox2 and 
Oct4.  Western blot analysis indicates that the CP27 knockdown experiment in ES cells 
resulted in a 39% reduction of Nanog and 37% reduction of CP27 protein expression as 
detected by densitometry.   (C) Promoter occupancy map of the Nanog promoter for 
CP27, and H2A.Z, and SRCAP complex subunits TIP49A and DMAP1.  Overlapping 
occupancy at multiple sites would indicate the presence of an active SRCAP complex on 
the Nanog promoter.   ChIP assays indicated that CP27, H2A.Z, TIP49a, and H2A.Z 
chromatin immunoprecipitates bound to the same location on the Nanog promoter.  (D) 
CP27 siRNA treated ES cells reduced H2A.Z deposition.  ES were transfected with CP27 
siRNA and control (Con), and ChIP assays were performed using an antibody that 
recognized H2A.Z.  ChIP assays revealed high levels of H2A.Z and reduction in H2A.Z 
after CP27 siRNA treatment at Nanog (-700 to -1000, -300 to -600) and FAD synthetase 
(-700 to -1000, -300 to -600) promoter sites that had shown high binding levels in our 
previous ChIP assay.  
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Supplement 2 
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IV.  DISCUSSION 

 

A.  Characterization of the mouse CP27 promoter and NF-Y mediated gene 

regulation 

The present study is the first analysis of the CP27 promoter structure and 

function. For our analysis we have cloned the promoter of the mouse CP27 gene, 

examined its transcriptional activity, and identified a transcription factor in the proximal 

promoter region. Our studies demonstrated that the similar patterns of CP27 

transcriptional activity were displayed in NIH 3T3 cells. Two major transcription start 

sites were mapped adjacent to exon 1. Functional analysis of the 5′ flanking region by 

progressive 5′deletion mutations revealed transcription repression elements between 

−1993 bp and −969 bp as well as several positive elements between −968 bp and the 

preferred transcription start site. Furthermore, deletion analyses identified an enhancer 

element within 93 bp of the CP27 proximal promoter. EMSA experiments and function 

study demonstrated that NF-Y was involved in the activation of the CP27 proximal 

promoter through two CCAAT boxes. A binding site in the 3′ flanking region of CCAAT 

box 1 affected the efficiency of NF-Y binding. Together, these studies provide a basis for 

our understanding of the regulation of the CP27 gene. 

NF-Y binding CCAAT boxes have been identified as crucial determinants of 

proper gene regulation related to cell growth (Bhattacharya et al., 2003, Elkon et al., 

2003 and Testa et al., 2005). The histone-like NF-Y substitutes H2A-H2B and finely 

tunes histone methylation and acetylation on CCAAT-containing promoters (Gatta and 
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Mantonani, 2008 and Gurtner et al., 2008). As a bifunctional transcription factor, NF-Y 

binding is associated with both positive and negative histone marks (Ceribelli et al., 

2008 and Donati et al., 2008). Most cell-cycle regulated promoters contain CCAAT 

boxes and promoters of genes with key roles in the G2/M transition have multiple 

CCAAT motifs, such as cyclin B1 (two), cyclin B2 (three), cdc25c (three), and HSP 70 

(two) (Li et al., 1998, Salsi et al., 2003 and Muller et al., 2007). These promoters rely on 

multiple CCAAT boxes activated by NF-Y, whose binding to DNA is temporally 

regulated during the cell cycle (Alder et al., 1992, Wasner et al., 2008 and Zwicker et al., 

1995). Inhibition of NF-Y mediated transcription activation arrested cells at G2/M phase 

and suppressed expression of genes activated at G2/M phase of the cycle (Hu et al., 

2006). P53/NF-Y complexes binding to NF-Y target promoters are associated with direct 

p53 transcriptional repression during the G2/M phase (Di Agostino et al., 

2006 and Imbriano et al., 2006). The functional implementations of these studies have 

been confirmed in cell lines as well as in knock-out animal model in vivo. For example, 

expression of the domain-negative mutant of CBF/NF-Y in mouse fibroblasts resulted in 

a retardation of cell growth. Furthermore, deletion of both NF-YA alleles caused a 

specific block of cell proliferation and cell death in embryonic fibroblasts (Bhattacharya 

et al., 2003, Chae et al., 2004 and Hu et al., 2000). Lastly, a conditional knockout animal 

model in which the inactivation of NF-YA caused early embryonic lethality 

(Bhattacharya et al., 2003) provided support for a pivotal role of NF-Y-mediated 

transcription in embryonic development. 

The mouse CP27 promoter features multiple CCAAT boxes. NF-Y interacts with 

these CCAAT boxes and enhances cp27 gene expression. Studies from our laboratory 

 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378111910001320#bib22
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378111910001320#bib22
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have demonstrated that similar to other NF-Y target genes, CP27 plays significant roles 

in cell proliferation and mouse organogenesis (Diekwisch and Luan, 2002 and Luan and 

Diekwisch, 2002). Loss of CP27 function inhibited cell growth and induced apoptosis in 

embryonic fibroblast cells (Luan and Diekwisch, 2002). Deletion of both CP27 alleles in 

knock-out mice resulted in early embryo lethality and knock-down of the cp27 gene 

caused cell death (unpublished data). Here we are proposing that NF-Y regulation of 

CP27 expression provides a meaningful explanation for the powerful effects of CP27 that 

we have documented in previous studies (Diekwisch and Luan, 2002) and that we are 

currently confirming in knockout and transgenic models in our laboratory (data not 

published). Besides CP27, NF-Y affects a number of other genes essential to early 

embryonic and craniofacial development, including the chondrogenesis gene SOX9 (Pan 

et al., 2009), the early fibroblast growth factor FGF4 (Bermadt et al., 2005), the fibroblast 

growth factor receptor 2 promoter in osteoblasts (Sun et al., 2009), the tooth enamel gene 

amelogenin (Xu et al., 2006), and the tooth dentin gene dentin sialophosphoprotein (Chen 

et al., 2008). Underscoring NF-Y's essential role in early mouse development and cell 

proliferation, gene targeting studies have resulted in early embryonic lethality 

(Bhattacharya et al., 2003). 

NF-Y has been demonstrated to interact with the CCAAT box in both forward 

and reverse orientation in eukaryotic promoters and has been shown to absolutely require 

all 5 nucleotides of the CCAAT box (Pan et al., 1999, Hu et al., 2000, Xiong et al., 

2000, and Zhou and Snead, 2000). Our mutation analysis established that a mutation from 

CCAAT to CACAT almost abolished NF-Y binding activity and CP27 promoter 

function, which further confirmed the importance of the intact CCAAT pentanucleotides 
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in cp27 gene regulation. In addition to the functional importance of the CCAAT core 

sequence, database analysis and functional studies revealed that the adjacent flanking 

nucleotides (C, Pu, Pu, on the 5′-side and C/G, A/G, G A/C, G on the 3′-site) of the 

CCAAT box are required for efficient binding of NF-Y (Mantovani, 1998). In 

comparison to the CCAAT consensus sequence including its flanking regions, the mouse 

CP27 CCAAT motif (TGACCAATCGCAG) has 85% homology with the common 

consensus sequence (Mantovani, 1998), indicating that the mouse CP27 CCAAT motif 

may demonstrate similar binding behavior as CCAAT promoter regions of other genes 

and species. 

Interactions between NF-Y and more distal flanking regions of the CCAAT box 

have been established by previous footprinting experiments (Bi et al., 1997). The 

sequences protected from hydroxyl radical cleavage are located on both 5′ and 3′ flanking 

regions. The function of these protected regions is suggested to provide minimal DNA 

fragments required for proper binding by NF-Y. Partial removal of one of these regions 

leads to a decrease in binding (Romier et al., 2003). Complete removal of the protected 

region from the 3′ flanking side not only alters the affinity of NF-Y for its binding site 

but also the electrophoretic mobility of the NF-Y–DNA complex (Romier et al., 

2003, and Sugira and Takishima, 2003). It is not known whether the DNA sequence of 

the distal region is specific for the NF-Y binding or only necessary for proper distortion 

of the DNA. In the present study, we have provided evidence that the specific sequence 

of the protected binding site is critical for NF-Y to interact with the CCAAT box. 

Sequence analysis of the 3′ protected region in the pro-1(I) collagen, pro-α2(I) collagen 

(Bi et al., 1997) and CP27 promoter revealed that the binding sites are located between 
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10 and 16 bp downstream of the CCAAT box, in an equivalent position to the CP27 

CGGA motif. Our supershift assays indicate that a crucial CGGA binding site in the 3′ 

flanking region of the CCAAT box affected NF-Y binding, resulting in lower binding 

activity for the mutated CGGA motif (mutated to TACA) interacting with NF-Y. Thus, 

our studies introduce CGGA as a CP27-related motif for CCAAT-box mediated NF-Y 

binding. 

Using primer extension assay, ribonuclease protection assays and 5′ RACE, we 

identified two candidate sites as potential CP27 transcription start sites 140 and 98 bp 

upstream of the ATG initiation codon. The presence of several different transcription 

start sites is a common feature of mammalian genes. Splicing of exons is one way to shift 

the location of transcription start sites (Rustighi et al., 1999 and Yu et al., 1999). In the 

present study, we have detected two different transcripts of the cp27 gene in the 

odontoblast cell line OB1 by Northern blot analysis (data not shown). In other cases, one 

gene may contain several hitherto unidentified 5′ untranslated regions (Menon et al., 

1995, and Mu and Burt, 1999). To date, only two full-length mouse CP27 cDNA 

sequences have been reported (GenBank NM_011801 and BC_005589). These are only a 

few nucleotides apart from each other. Multiple transcription start sites are often cell line 

specific (Schrodeder and Myers, 2008), and the multiplicity of transcription start sites 

may play a role in the tissue-specific expression of the cp27 gene at various stages of 

development. Transcription start sites differ between various sub-species or strains since 

5′-RACE assays using different cell lines established from various mouse strains yielded 

different transcription start sites of the cp27 gene (data not shown). Based on our 5′ 

RACE study and published information on CP27 cDNA clone regions, we have defined 
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the start site 102 nucleotides upstream of the initiation codon as preferred transcription 

start site. In addition, this site is the shortest 5′ transcription start site. Together, our CP27 

function studies in tandem with studies on the NF-Y transcriptional network indicate that 

CP27 may act in synchronicity with other NF-Y regulated genes to modulate cell 

proliferation and cell survival in craniofacial development. In this context, the present 

study uncovers the contribution of NF-Y in cp27 gene regulation and provides a further 

explanation of cp27 gene function in the NF-Y-mediated transcriptional network of 

genes. 
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B  NF-Y and USF1 transcription factor binding to CCAAT-box and E-box elements 

activates the CP27 promoter 

In the present study we have identified a CCAAT-box and an E-box as cis-acting 

promoter elements of the TATA box-less CP27 promoter and characterized their 

regulation in ES cells through the transcription factors NF-Y and USF1. The CP27 gene 

encodes a novel chromatin factor required for mouse development and germ layer 

differentiation, and CP27 is highly expressed in inner cell mass (ICM) of developing 

blastocysts. Loss of CP27 caused severely disturbed epiblast development (not 

published). The distinct expression of CP27 in the ICM and the effect of CP27 on 

epiblast development were the reason for selecting ES cells as a model system to study 

the regulation of CP27 in ES cells. 

Two cis-regulatory elements, a CCAAT-box and an E-box, were identified in the 

CP27 proximal promoter by deletion mutation and footprint analysis. Among several 

transcription factor binding candidates, NF-Y was identified as the CCAAT-box binding 

protein and USF1 as the E-box binding protein. Previous studies have reported combined 

CCAAT-box/E-box structures in the HOXB4 proximal promoter (Zhu et al., 2003) and in 

HOXC4 and HOXD4 promoters of both human and mouse (Zhu et al., 2005). The close 

relationship between the CCAAT-box and the E-box and the interaction between NF-Y 

and USF1 suggests that NF-Y and USF1 might cooperate in the regulation of CP27 gene 

expression. In our studies, overexpression of exogenous NF-YA and USF1 upregulated 

CP27 promoter activity and endogenous CP27 gene expression, suggesting a synergistic 

interaction between NF-Y and USF1. Explaining the function of a combined CCAAT-

box/E-box structure, previous studies have indicated that NF-Y is not a powerful 
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transcription activator but rather a promoter organizer which co-operates with 

neighboring transcription factors to modulate the transcriptional activity of target genes 

(Testa et al., 2005, Ceribelli et al., 2008 and Nicolas et al., 2003). In the case of the CP27 

proximal promoter, this would imply that NF-Y might cooperate with USF1 to regulate 

CP27 transcription. In support of a functional interaction between NF-Y and USF1 we 

have shown that CCAAT-box mutation reduced the activity of the CP27 proximal 

promoter by 80.74%, while maintaining the CP27 basal promoter function. In contrast, 

mutation of CP27 E-box completely abolished the function of the CP27 proximal 

promoter even though the CCAAT-box structure remained intact. These results indicate 

that the regulatory role of NF-Y may depend on the transcriptional regulatory partners to 

which it binds in a given genomic and cellular context (Zhu et al., 2003 and Matuoka, 

1999). 

On a biological level, these data indicate that the effect of the ES cell proliferation 

transcription factor NF-Y on the CP27 promoter is synergistically modulated by a second 

transcription factor, USF-1. Here we have shown that in tandem with NF-Ya 

downregulation, USF-1 shuttles from the center of the nucleus to the nuclear envelope, a 

potential transcription factor resting place (Heessen and Fornerod, 2007). Thus, 

regulation of CP27 gene expression to facilitate ES cell proliferation may require the 

physical interaction between USF-1 and NF-Ya in ES cell nuclei. 

We conclude that through CCAAT-box and E-box promoter elements, the CP27 

proximal promoter is jointly and interactively regulated by two important transcriptional 

factors, NF-Y and USF1. NF-Y is a ubiquitous transcription factor that promotes 

proliferation while USF1 has been linked to the inhibition of cell differentiation (Zhu et 
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al., 2003, Grskovic et al., 2007 and Jiang and Mendelson, 2003 B. Jiang and C.R. 

Mendelson), USF1 and USF2 mediate inhibition of human trophoblast differentiation and 

CYP19 gene expression by Mash-2 and hypoxia. (Jiang and Mendelson, 2003). Our 

studies provide a functional link between the transcriptional regulators NF-Y and USF1 

and ES cell growth through the regulation of CP27 gene expression. 
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C.  The H2A.Z Exchange Histone Chaperone CP27 regulates ES cell Pluripotency 

through Nanog 

Here we report that a highly conserved chromatin factor, CP27, is essential for 

proliferation and germ layer differentiation during early postimplantation-stage 

embryonic development. In order to explain the mechanisms behind CP27’s essential role 

in development, we demonstrate that CP27 regulates Nanog expression on a chromatin 

level. CP27 also dramatically affects the histone variant H2A.Z, a key chromatin 

component in embryonic development, positioning CP27-containing chromatin 

complexes in a unique role related to pluripotency maintenance and germ layer 

differentiation. The effect of loss of CP27 on H2A.Z was accompanied by dramatic 

changes in the chromatin transcriptional configuration as revealed by a shift in 

euchromatin/heterochromatin boundaries. We propose here that CP27 affects embryonic 

development by regulating both Nanog and H2A.Z and by modulating chromatin-

mediated pluripotency of germ layer cells. 

cp27 Null mice were lethal prior to E8 suggesting that CP27 plays an essential 

role during early development. Already in earlier studies, CP27 gene products have 

demonstrated dramatic effects during organogenesis (Diekwisch and Luan, 2002a). In 

addition, knockdown of Drosophila Bcnt (Yeti) by RNA interference caused larval stage 

lethality (personal communication, cited in Iwashita et al., 2006), and Drosophila DOM 

mutants lost germline stem cell self-renewal (Xi and Xie, 2005). In contrast, deletions of 

Swc5 in yeast remained viable, but demonstrated a number of sensitivities.  
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In order to exploit the cp27-/- phenotype for clues toward potential pathways or 

mechanisms that might be affected by its function as a chromatin complex member, we 

compared gastrulation stage events in cp27-/- mice with similar defects in other, possibly 

related mouse models. Early embryonic lethality is a common feature in many epigenetic 

machineries affecting stem cell pluripotency, including polycomb repressive complexes, 

the RNAse III Dicer1, and chromatin remodeling/histone exchange proteins (reviewed in 

Niwa, 2007). Embryonic lethalities also occur when other pluripotency factors are lost, 

albeit in germ layer manifestations different from the cp27 phenotype: Sox2 null mice die 

at implantation and fail to generate an epiblast (Avilion et al., 2003) while Oct4 mutant 

offspring lacks a pluripotent inner cell mass and differentiates along extraembryonic 

trophoblast lineages (Nichols et al., 1998). The embryonic lethalities caused by 

deficiencies in two CP27 interacting partners studied here, H2A.Z and Nanog, are 

characterized by implantation stage death (H2A.Z, Faast et al. 2001) and epiblast 

formation failure together with extraembryonic endoderm proliferation (Nanog, Mitsui et 

al. 2003). In comparison to H2A.Z and Nanog null embryos, cp27-/- postimplantation 

development was slightly more successful, featuring epiblast failure and endoderm 

lineage differentiation. The slightly further advanced development of cp27-/- embryos 

over their H2A.Z and Nanog counterparts is consistent with the finding that both H2A.Z 

and Nanog were clearly reduced but not abolished by CP27. Another factor that is likely 

to contribute to the early lethality in cp27 null mice was the thinning and disruption of 

Reichert’s membrane, since disruption of the barrier function of Reichert's membrane 

could lead to lethality due to a toxic effect of direct exposure of the embryo to the 

maternal circulation or uterine environment (Williamson et al. 1997).   
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Our findings indicate that CP27 function significantly affects the prominent ES 

cell pluripotency factor Nanog. Based on analyses of Nanog loss of function (Mitsui et al. 

2003), the effect of CP27 on Nanog expression might play a significant role in the early 

lethality and the failure of germ layer organization in cp27-/- mice, a result that was 

further supported by our cell culture and the prominent GATA4 labeled endoderm-like 

cells in the center of cp27-/- embryos described here. Low levels of Nanog expression that 

were still present in cp27 null blastocysts might consequently account for slightly further 

development of cp27-/- compared to Nanog null mice. Explaining the effect of Nanog 

during the development of the cp27-/- phenotype we found that a CP27 containing 

chromatin complex directly bound two regions on the Nanog promoter, one together with 

H2A.Z and a second that was exclusive to CP27. This finding suggests some degree of 

interaction between CP27 and H2A.Z in the regulation of Nanog expression, while CP27 

alone might have additional unique mechanisms to interact with Nanog.  

Our studies on the effect of CP27 on H2A.Z documented (i) a dramatic reduction 

of H2A.Z in cp27-/- mice (immunoreactions and Real-Time PCR), (ii) changes in H2A.Z 

nuclear expression pattern in CP27 knockdown cells, (iii) overlapping expression patterns 

between CP27 and H2A.Z in blastocysts and ES cells, and (iv) interaction between CP27 

and H2A.Z through a CP27 containing chromatin complex (ChIP assay). Together, these 

data provide ample evidence that CP27 interacts with H2A.Z on a chromatin level and 

affects H2A.Z expression and function. Our findings are supported by a number of earlier 

findings suggesting a possible relationship between CP27 and H2A.Z, including (i) yeast 

genetics studies related to Swc5, the yeast orthologue of CP27 that shares 45% homology 

with CP27 and is part of the yeast SWR complex (Diekwisch et al., 1999) implicated the 
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SWR chromatin remodeling complex in the exchange of the chromatin-bound histone 

H2A with the histone variant H2A.Z (Krogan et al., 2003; Kobor et al., 2004, Mizugushi 

et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2005; Ruhl et al., 2006; Wong et al., 2007), (ii) striking similarities 

between the previously described H2A.Z null phenotype (Faast et al., 2001; Ridgway et 

al., 2004) to our cp27-/- mouse, including a failure of mesoderm formation in tandem with 

collapse of the archenteron, and (iii) remarkable similarity between CP27 and H2A.Z 

expression in the chordal mesoderm during early mouse development (Diekwisch et al., 

1999; Ridgway et al., 2004). 

There are a number of possibilities as to how CP27 might modulate H2A.Z that 

remain yet to be uncovered, but one likely scenario involves helix-loop-helix protein 

interactions between CP27 and H2A.Z since both proteins contain helix-loop-helix 

configurations (Diekwisch et al., 1999, Suto et al., 2000). In such a scenario, a close 

relationship between CP27 and H2A.Z would allow for other SWR complex members to 

alter H2A.Z function through ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling via the Swi2/Snf2 

ATPase and histone acetylation through the NuA4 histone acetyltransferase. Evidence for 

such a model has been provided by recent studies indicating that H2A.Z acetylation plays 

an essential role in restricting silent chromatin (Babiarz et al., 2006) and that the 

acetylation of H2A.Z by NuA4 is a prerequisite for its exchange by the SWR-C (Kobor et 

al., 2004). In this setting, CP27 might act as a co-activator or co-regulator of H2A.Z 

function. Alternatively, both CP27 and H2A.Z might also act directly on chromatin, and 

their combined effects might fine-tune transcriptional activity in ES cells. Sequence 

comparison between mouse cp27 and the yeast cp27 orthologue Swc5 reveals that only 

the cp27 C-terminus is homologous between yeast and mouse (130AA, 60AA strong 
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homology). Our C-terminal cp27 sequence modification and subsequent H2A.Z/CP27 

ChIP IP study indicates that this region is important for the interaction with H2A.Z, 

suggesting that in its evolution from yeast to mammals, cp27 might have developed an 

entirely new N-terminal domain that is functionally independent from the original H2A.Z 

interaction motif.    

Here we have hypothesized that CP27 controls the nuclear transcriptional 

landscape through its interaction with the histone variant H2A.Z, and that these changes 

in chromatin configuration affect ES cell lineage specification by regulating Nanog 

expression. In support of our hypothesis, loss of CP27 eliminates low-level H2A.Z 

expression across the nucleus and enriches H2A.Z in transcriptionally active euchromatin 

regions. Low levels of H2A.Z expression in ES cells prevents heterochromatin spreading 

(Meneghini et al. 2003) which in turn allows the ES cell chromatin to remain 

transcriptionally open (Meshorer and Misteli 2006). Once CP27 is lost, H2A.Z reduction 

facilitates heterochromatin spreading and further rigidifies euchromatin/heterochromatin 

boundaries by eliminating residual levels of H2A.Z from transcriptionally inactive sites. 

The effect of CP27 on the ES cell nuclear landscape, perhaps in conjunction with H2A.Z, 

explains the role of CP27 in keeping the ES cell transcriptional machinery active and to 

facilitate the expression of Nanog and other pluripotency factors involved in germ layer 

differentiation and gastrulation.      
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V.  CONCLUSION 

CP27 function studies in tandem with studies on the NF-Y transcriptional network 

indicate that CP27 may act in synchronicity with other NF-Y regulated genes to modulate 

cell proliferation and cell survival in craniofacial development.  In this context, the 

present study uncovers the contribution of NF-Y in cp27 gene regulation and provides a 

further explanation of cp27 gene function in the NF-Y-mediated transcriptional network 

of genes. 

We conclude that through CCAAT-box and E-box promoter elements, the CP27 

proximal promoter is jointly and interactively regulated by two important transcriptional 

factors, NF-Y and USF1.  NF-Y is a ubiquitous transcription factor that promotes 

proliferation while USF1 has been linked to the inhibition of cell differentiation.  Our 

studies provide a functional link between the transcriptional regulators NF-Y and USF1 

and ES cell growth through the regulation of CP27 gene expression.  

The effect of CP27 on the ES cell nuclear landscape, perhaps in conjunction with 

H2A.Z, explains the role of CP27 in keeping the ES cell transcriptional machinery active 

and to facilitate the expression of Nanog and other pluripotency factors involved in germ 

layer differentiation and gastrulation.  
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TABLE I 

PRIMERS USED IN THE AMPLIFICATION OF PCR FRAGMENTS FOR 

PROMOTER–REPORTER GENE CONSTRUCTS 

Primer Oligonucleotide sequence Orientation

−1993/−1973 5′TACCGAGCTCGGCTAACCTGCTCAACTTTGG3′ sense 

−1255/−1234 5′TACCGAGCTCTCTTAGGCTGATTCCCATTGC3′ sense 

−1190/−1169 5′TACCGAGCTCGCATTGGTTGGTCCTCCCGAT3′ sense 

−969/−947 5′TACCGAGCTCAGGTGATTTCTGAGGGACTAGGG3′ sense 

−720/−699 5′TACCGAGCTCTCTAGCACTTTGTGTAGTGGC3′ sense 

−207/−186 5′TACCGAGCTCTATTAGCTTGTGAGCAAATT3′ sense 

−93/−73 5′TACCGAGCTCTGAGTGTAGACTGACCAATCGC3′ sense 

−17/+4 5′TACCGAGCTCCCTCTAGGGCGGCCCTAGCT3′ sense 

+ 48/+25 5′TCGCAAGCTTGCGAAGCTAGATATAGGGCGAGAC3′ antisense 
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TABLE I 

Each primer was labeled by the location of the 5′ and the 3′ first nucleotide in the CP27 5′ 

flanking region. Each sense oligonucleotide was paired with the only antisense 

oligonucleotide for PCR amplification. A SacI restriction enzyme site was added to the 5′ 

end of each sense oligonucleotide, while a HindIII site was added to the 5′ end of the 

antisense oligonucleotide. PCR products were then inserted into the vector pGL3-Basic to 

generate promoter–reporter gene constructs. 
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TABLE II 

SENSE OLIGONUCLEOTIDES USED FOR EMSA, THE COMPETITION 
AND MUTATION ANALYSIS IN EMSA AND FOR THE CONSTRUCTION  

OF MUTANT PLASMIDS  
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TABLE II 

Mutated oligonucleotides (mut) are listed below wild-type oligonucleotides and mutation 

sites are highlighted through vertical lines. Mutations were created directly between the 

nucleotides −93 and −56 at positions −78 and −77 (CP-93/-56CATm) or between the 

nucleotides −1255 and −1213 at positions −1225 and −1224 (CP-1255/1213CAT5m). 

The mutation oligonucleotide CP-93/-56 M10-12 was created by replacing the CGGA 

motif of the wildtype oligonucleotide with a TACA motif in the mutated sequence.The 

deletion oligonucleotides (del) CP-93/-56 D9 and CP-93/-56 D13 were generated by 

removal of the 3′ region from the wild-type oligonucleotide CP-93/-56 D16. 

Oligonucleotides cp-1255/-1234 and cp-1233/-1213 were used for competition studies 

(comp).Lower cases indicate mutated nucleotides. The corresponding wild-type 

sequences are marked in bold characters. These mutations were used for EMSA 

competition assays and for the generation of mutant plasmids. The CCAAT box was 

underlined. 
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TABLE III 

OLIGONUCLEOTIDE SEQUENCES USED FOR CP27 PROMOTER ANALYSIS  

Oligo name Sequence Experiment 

−207/−186 TATTAGCTTGTGAGCAAATT Construct 

−93/−73 TGAGTGTAGACTGACCAATCGC Construct/ChIP

-55/-36 GTCTCTGACCACGTGGCACT Construct 

−17/+4 CCTCTAGGGCGGCCCTAGCT Construct 

+ 48/+25 GCGAAGCTAGATATAGGGCGAGAC Construct/ChIP

CP-93/-56 TGAGTGTAGACTGACCAATCGCAGCAGCCGGAAGTGTC EMSA 

CP-93/-56 CAATmut TGAGTGTAGACTGACacATCGCAGCAGCCGGAAGTGTC EMSA 

CP-55/-27 TCTCTGACCACGTGGCACTGCCTGCGCA EMSA 

CP-55/-27 Emut TCTCTGACCAttTGGCACTGCCTGCGCA EMSA 

CP sense CGTCCAGACTTCTCCACATCGGA(FAM)G PCR 

CP antisense CTCCACCGGACGGCATAGTAGT PCR 

NF-Ya sense ATGGAGCAGTATACGACAAACAGCA PCR 

NF-Ya antisense TTAGGACACTCGGATGATCTG PCR 

USF1 sense ACCCCAACGTCAAGTACGTC PCR 

USF1 antisense TATGTTGAGCCCTCCGTTTC PCR 

beta actin sense TTCCTGACAGGATGCAGAAG PCR 

beta actin antisense GTACTTGCGCTCAGGAGGAG PCR 
Oligonucleotide sequences are listed in 5′ to 3′ orientation. 
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TABLE IV 

ANNOTATED SEQUENCE OF THE CP27 PROXIMAL PROMOTER 
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TABLE IV 

LIST OF PRIMERS 

  Genotype PCR primer    

Genotype     

WT (479bp)  ACTTCTCCACATCGGACGAG  ATGGGTAGCTCCTGCAAAGA 

k/o (345bp)  GATCGGCCATTGAACAAGAT  ATACTTTCTCGGCAGGAGCA 
 

  Real time PCR analysis    

Gene  5' Primer   3' primer  

H2A.Z  CGTATCACCCCTCGTCACTT  TCAGCGATTTGTGGATGTGT 

CP27  AGACTTCTCCACATCGGAG  CTCCACCGGACGGCAAGTAGT 

Nanog   AGGTCTTCAGAGGAAGGGG  CAAGGGTCTGCTACTGAGATGCT 

Ccnc  TGCTTCCTATGGGGAATCAG  ACGGCCTTAGGAGAGTCCAT 
 

    Primer for ChIP promoter assay   

Gene  Promoter site   5' Primer   3' primer  

RFad1   ‐700 to ‐1000  GTGATGTTCTGGAGGCAGGT  GGTGTGGAACCTTCGTTTGT 

  ‐300 to ‐600  TGGGGCTCTGTCTGAACTGT  GTCGGGTGCTGCTTTGTAGT 

  200 to ‐200  GAGCGACAGCCAAAATAACC  CTCTTTCCTTTCCGCATGTC 

  100 to 500   AACTCAGGGTATGGCCTCCT  GGCTTTCCAGTAGCCACTCA 

       

Nanog   ‐700 to ‐1000  GCCCTTCCCTCTCTGCTTAT  GTTTGCCGATCAGTCCTTGT 

  ‐300 to ‐600  TTAAAAAGCCGCACTTTTGG  GACCTTGCTGCCAAAGTCTC 

  200 to ‐200  GGAGAATAGGGGGTGGGTAG  CAGCCTATCTGAAGGCCAAC 

  100 to 500   AAACGGGCTGAAGGGTTATT  CAAACTCAGAGGGGTTTCCA 

       

Cyclin C   ‐1200 to ‐1600  AGATGGCTCAGCGGTTAAGA  GAGGGCATCAGGTTCCATTA 

  ‐800 to ‐1200  TGGTCAGTGGGTCATGAAAA  CTGGGCAGAACATGACTCAA 

  ‐400 to ‐800  ATTTTCAGGTGTGCCCAATC  CAGCCTAGGACAGGTGAGGA 

  0 to ‐400  TTCAGCCCTAGGGAAAAAGC  ACGGTGTAGGCCTTCAGAAA 

  0 to 400  CATTTGTATCAGGGCAAGCA  GCGAGAAAATGGAAGCTCAC 
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TABLE VI 

LIST OF ANTIBODY AND CONDITION 

  antibody information            

gene       IHC‐P  IHC‐F  WB  ChIP  CO‐IP 

CP27 (M)  Mouse monoclonal antibody IgG  1:100  1:100       

CP27  Rabbit polyclonal antibody IgG  1:100  1:100  1:1000  10ul/ml  10ul/ml 

               

  souce   Cat #           

H2A.Z   abcam   ab4174  1:200  1:100  1:1000  5ug/ml   

DMAP1  abcam  ab2848      1:500  5ug/ml   

TIP49a  abcam  ab51500        5ug/ml  5ug/ml 

Sox2  abcam  ab75179      1ug/ml  5ug/ml   

nanog  abcam  ab21624      1:1000     

Oct4  abcam   ab19857      1ug/ml     

TiP49b  abcam  ab36569          5ug/ml 

BAF53A  abcam  ab3882      1ug/ml     

GAPDH  abcam  ab8245      1:2000     

Actin   Santa Cruz  sc‐81178      1:1000     

Cyclin C  Santa Cruz  sc‐1061      1:500     

GATA4  abcam  ab5245  1:100         

Snail  abcam  ab82846  1:100         

EED   abcm  ab4469  1:100         
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